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OIL AND GAS NEWS
Nahama and Weagant Energy completed its 1991 drilling program at Mist Gas Field, drilling a total of five exploratory wells
and one redrill. Two wells and the redrill were successful gas
completions, while the other wells were plugged and abandoned.
The successful wells include the Columbia County 44-8-64, CER
14-26-64, and Columbia County 34-31-65 Redrill. The plugged
weBs include the Columbia County 23-35-75, LF 22-31-65, and
Columbia County 34-31-65 (original hole).
Northwest Natural Gas completed the driBing at the Natural
Gas Storage Project at Mist Gas Field, driBing two additional injection-withdrawal service weBs. The IW 13b-11 was driBed in
the Bruer Pool, and the IW 23d-3 was driBed in the Flora Pool.
DY Oil well plugged and abandoned
During November, DY Oil plugged and abandoned the NeverstiB
33-30 well at Mist Gas Field. This weB was driBed in 1989 and
was no longer capable of economic production. It had a cumulative
production of 62,127 mcf. 0

DOGAMI sales office to move
The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
(DOGAMI) is moving to its new offices and sales/information
center at the new State Office Building in Portland during the
last week of February. From February 10 through March 10, there
wiB be no over-the-counter sales service available to the public.
Mail and phone orders, however, will be filled during this period.
CaBers with phone orders will be asked to leave their names and
phone numbers, and their calls will be returned each day.
Although our move will temporarily affect our ability to serve
you in person, we ask you to be tolerant because we know
you will be pleased with our improved capabilities for meeting
your publication, map, and natural-resource information needs
at the new site. Before February 28, we can be reached at our
old address and phone number (see box on left side of this
page). After February 28, contact us at the new saleslinformation
center, Suite 177, 800 NE Oregon St. #5, Portland, OR 97232,
phone (503) 731-4444. 0

To our readers
Our best wishes to you for a healthy and successful New Year!
The announced second part of the article on "How Geologists
TeB Time" (November 1991 issue) will appear in our next (March)
issue. We ask for your patience-and apologize for an error in
the first part: The reference to "Figure 5" in the last paragraph
on page 127 should have read "Figure 4," of course.
-Editors
U.s. POSTAL SERVICE STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION
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Ocean processes and hazards along the Oregon coast
by Paul D. Komar, College of Oceanography. Oregon State Unil'ersiry. CQrvollis, Oregon
INTRODUCTION
Ear ly explorers of the Oregon coast (Figure I) were impressed
by the tremendous variety of its scenery. Today, visitors can still
appreciate those same qualities. The low rolling mountains of the

Coast Range serve as a backdrop for most of the length of its ocean
shore. In the south, the Klamath Mountains elltend to the coast,
and the edge of the land is characterized by high cliffs being slowly

cut away by ocean waves. The most resislanl rocks persist as sea
stacks scattered in the offshore. Sand and gravel are able loaccumulate
only in s heltered areas where they form small pocket beac hes within

the otherwise rocky landscape.
The more extensive stretches of beach are found in the lower
lying parts of the coast. The longes t continu ous beach extends from
Coos Bay nonhward to Heceta Head near Florence, a IOIaI shoreline
length of some 60 mi. This beach is backed by the impressive Oregon
Dunes, the largest complex of coaslal dunes in the United Slates.
Along the nonhern half of the coast there is an interplay between
sand y beaches and rocky shores. Massive headlands jut out into
deep water. their black volcan ic rocks resis ting the onslaught of
even the largest stonn waves. Between these headlands are stretches
of sandy shoreline whose lengths are governed by the spacings be-
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tween the headlands. Ponions of these beaches fonn the ocean shores
of sand spits such as Siletz. Netan s, Ne hale m, and Bayocean. Landward from the spits are bays or estuaries of ri vers that drain the
Coast Range.
The first western explorers and setllers were attracted to the Oregon
coast by the potential richness of ilS natural resources. Earliest were
the traders who obtained pelts of ocean otter and beaver from the
Indians. Later came prospectors who sought gold in the beach sands
and coastal mountai ns but in many cases were content to settle down
and "mine" the fenile farm lands found along the river margins. Others
turned to fishi ng, supponing themselves by harvesting the abundant
Dungeness crab, salmon, and other fish in the coastal waters. Also
imponant to the early economy of the coast were the vast tracts of
cedar and sitka spruce, a Significance that continues to the present
In contrast, today the most im ponant "commodity" for the Nonhwest
coast economy is the vacation visitor. Vacationers arrive in thousands
during the summer months, but in spite of their numbers it is still
possible to leave coastal Highway 101 and find the seclusion of a
lonely beach or the stillness of a trail through the forest
However, there is cause for concern that the qualities of the
Oregon coast we cherish are bei ng lost. Like most coastal areas,
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Figure I. Coastal landforms of Oregon, consisting of stretches of rocky shorelines and headlands, separating pockets of sandy
beaches. From Komar (/985).
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Oregon is experiencing developmental pressures. Homes and condominiums are being
constructed immediately behind the beaches,
within the dunes, and atop cliffs overlooking
the ocean. Everyone wants a view of the
waves, passing whales, and an evening sunset, as well as easy access to a beach. These
desires are not always compatible with nature, and as a result there are increasing problems with homes that are being threatened
and sometimes lost to beach erosion and
cliff landsliding.
Such problems can usually be avoided
if one recognizes that the coastal zone is
fundamentally different from inland areas
because of its instability. This requires some
knowledge of ocean waves and currents and
how they shape beaches and attack coastal
properties, and it requires an understanding
and recognition of the land's potential instabilities that might cause disasters such
as sudden landslides. A familiarity with the
processes and types of problems experienced
in the past can aid in the selection of a safe
location for one's home. It can also enhance
enjoyment of the coast and, it is hoped, lead
to an appreciation of the qualities of the
Oregon coast that must be preserved.

TECTONIC SETTING AND
GEOMORPHOLOGY
The tectonic setting of the Oregon coast
is extremely important to the occurrence and
patterns of erosion. Especially significant is
the presence of active sea-floor spreading beneath the ocean to the immediate west. New
ocean crust is formed at the Juan de Fuca
and Gorda Ridges, and the movement of the
resulting plates is generally eastward toward
the continent. These ocean plates collide with
the North American plate (which includes the
continental land mass). That collision zone lies
along the margin of the coasts of Washington,
Oregon, and northern California. There is also
evidence that the oceanic plates have been undergoing subduction beneath the continental
North American plate, evidence that includes
the still-active volcanoes of the Cascades, the
existence of marine sedimentary rocks accreted
to the continent, and the occurrence of vertical
land movements along the coast.
Most of the marine sediments deposited
on the oceanic plates are scraped off during
the subduction process and are accreted to
the continental plate. The addition of ocean
sediments to the continent has led to the longterm westward growth of the Pacific Northwest. The oldest rocks found in the Coast
Range date back to the Paleocene and Eocene
epochs, some 40-60 million years ago. These
accreted marine sediments, mainly gray mudstones and siltstones, can be seen in many
sea cliffs along the coast (see cover photo,
lower left). As will be discussed in a later
section, the presence of these mudstones is
important to the erosion of sea cliffs and
particularly the occurrence of landslides.
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In addition to Tertiary mudstones, many
sea cliffs contain an upper layer of clean
sand (cover photo, lower left). These Pleistocene marine terrace deposits consist of uplifted beach and dune sands. In some areas,
the Pleistocene sands form the entire sea cliff,
with no outcrop of Tertiary mudstones beneath. The flat marine terrace seen in the
photo is the lowermost and youngest of a
series of terraces that in some places form
a stairway up the flank of the Coast Range.
Their presence documents that the Oregon
coast has been tectonically rising for hundreds of thousands of years, while at the same
time the level of the sea has oscillated due
to the growth and retreat of glaciers.
The general uplift of the Northwest coast
is also demonstrated by records from tide
gauges where the hourly measurements are
averaged for the entire year, removing the
tidal fluctuations and leaving the mean sea
level for that year (Hicks and others, 1983).
Examples obtained by yearly averaging and
covering up to 80 years are shown in Figure 2.
1970

ASTORIA,
OREGON

JUNEAU,
ALASKA

Figure 2. Yearly changes in sea levels
determined/rom tide gauges at various coastal stations. After Hicks (1972).

Each record reveals considerable fluctuations in the level of the sea from year to
year, with many small ups and downs. The
sea level in any given year is affected by
many oceanic and atmospheric processes that
produce these irregular fluctuations. In spite
of such irregUlarities, most tide-gauge records
reveal a long-term rise in the sea that can
in part be attributed to the melting of glaciers.
The record from New York City is typical
of such observations: in that example, the

long-term average rise is 3.0 mm/year, about
12 in. per century (1 in. = 25 mm). The
record from Galveston, Texas, also shows
a rise, but the average rate is much higher
at 6.0 mm/year (24 in. per century). The actual
level of the sea cannot be going up faster
at Galveston than at New York City-the
discrepancy results from changing levels of
the land that affect the record obtained at
a specific tide-gauge site. It is known that
the Galveston area is subsiding, so the 6.0mm/year record from that tide gauge represents the combined effects of the local land
subsidence plus the actual rise in sea level.
An extreme case of this is Juneau, Alaska,
which is tectonically rising at a rate that is
faster than the rise in sea level. The Juneau
tide-gauge record, therefore, indicates a net
fall in the water level relative to the land.
According to the record from the tide gauge
at Astoria, Oregon, as included in Figure 2,
the level of the sea there has remained relatively constant with respect to the land. This
must indicate that during at least the last half
century Astoria has been rising at just about
the same rate as the sea. A detailed analysis
of the measurements from the Astoria tide
gauge indicates that the land is actually rising
slightly faster than the water, the net increase
in the land elevation relative to the sea being
0.1 to 0.2 mm/year. This change is small,
amounting to 10 to 20 mm (<1 in.) of land
elevation increase if continued for 100 years.
Greater rates of uplift of the land must be
occurring at Neah Bay on the north coast
of Washington, the net rate there being 1.3
mm/year (5 in. per century) in excess of the
global sea-level rise, and at Crescent City
in northern California with 0.7 mm/year or
2.8 in. per century of net land emergence
(Hicks and others, 1983).
Data from geodetic surveys collected by
the National Geodetic Survey permit us to
infer the movement of the land relative to
the sea along the remainder of the Oregon
coast. Vincent (1989) and Mitchell and others
(1991) have analyzed the geodetic data along
a north-south line extending the full length
of the Oregon coast. Surveys made in 1931
and 1988 were compared to establish elevation changes; the values are graphed in
Figure 3. The movement so determined is
relative rather than absolute, so the elevation
changes have been normalized to the bench
mark in Crescent City. Accordingly, the elevation-change scale on the left of the diagram gives 0 for Crescent City. Positive
values for other locations represent an increase in elevation relative to Crescent City,
and negative values indicate reduced elevation relative to Crescent City (but could still
involve tectonic uplift).
The overall pattern seen in Figure 3 indicates that the smallest uplift has occurred
along the north-central coast between Newport and Tillamook, with progressively higher
uplift further south and along the very north-
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Figure 3. Elevation changes and the relationship 10 sea-level rise along the length
of the Oregon coast from Crescen/ City in California nonh 10 As/oria on Ihe Columbia
River, based on repeared geodetic surveys along the coast. After Vincent (/989).
emmOSI ponion of the coast toward ASiana
and the Columbia River. The first scale on
the rig ht of Figure 3 indicates the equi valen t
rates, the elevation changes divided by the
lapsed li me between surveys. 1988-1931 ==
57 years. The differential rates are significant.
for exam ple amounting to 2-3 mm/year when
comparing Astoria an d the south coast with
the Newport and Lincoln City areas.
It is possible 10 use the tide-gauge data
to convert the e levation changes relative to
Crescent City as they were determi ned by
Vincent ( 1989) into rates com pared with the
global change in sea level. This is done simply by shifting the first scale on the ri ght
of Figure 3, the one that is relative to the
Crescent City be nch mark, by an amount
of 0.7 mm/yea r as detennined from the tide
gauge at that location. This shift yie lds the
rate scale funhes t to the right in Figure 3,
the rate of land -level I;hange n:la tive 10 the
changing global sea level. A posi ti ve va lue
again indicates that the elevation of the la nd
is increaSing relative to the sea, while a negative value co rrespo nds to inundation of the
land by the ri sing sea. This coast-wide shift
of the scale by 0.7 mm/year (based on the
tide gauge at Crescent City) indicates th at
Astoria at the far nonh is risi ng faste r than
the sea by an amou nt on th e order of 0. 1-0.2
mm/year. just as found by the tide gauge
at that location---confirming the validity of
Vi ncent's analysis of geodetic data to determi ne elevation changes and o f the analyses undenaken to conven those data into
a rate of change compared with the increasing level of the sea.
According to the results graphed in Figure 3, the southern half of the Oregon coast
and th e far north coast near Astoria are presently ri sing faster than the global sea level.
wh ile the central stretch between Newport
and Tillamook is bei ng su bmerged by the
rising sea_ The subm ergence rates are on
the order of 1-2 mm/year (4-8 in. percentury)
and therefore are small. compared wit h submergence rates e)(perienced on most coastlines: Rates of 4-6 mm/year ( 16c 24 in. per
century) are common along the east and Gulf

coasts of the United States (Figu re 2). The
global rise in sea level has been estimated
by various workers to be on the order of
1-3 mm/year (4- 12 in. per century). The large
range is due to the difficulty of separating
that worldwide component from local tectonic and isostatic effects incl uded in records
from tide gauges. Assu ming that th e eustatic
rise in sea level is on the order of 2 mm/year
(8 in. per century). the results from Figure
3 indicate that the south coast of Oregon
is tectonicall y rising at a rate of about 2-3
mm/year (8- 12 in. per century), while the
stretch between Newport and TIllamook is
appro)(imately stable, nei ther ri si ng nor fa lling tectonically.
It is apparent that the along-coast differences in tec tonic uplift versus changing levels
of the sea deduced from Figure 3 will be
re levan t to spatial patterns of coastal erosion.
However, there also appears 10 be a temporal
change in the tectonics that would be impon ant to erosion. Earthq uake activity is generally associated with subduc tion zones such
as the one in the Nonhwest-seismi c events
fonned by the plates' scraping together as
the oceanic plate slides beneath the cont inental plate. The Nonhwest coast is anomalous in that respect in that there have been
no historic eart hquakes that can be att ributed
to plate subduction.
However, recent evidence suggests th at
the plates are temporarily locked together
and that the 200-year historical record from
the Noithwest is too limited to establish
whether earthquakes do accompany subduction_ This evidence has come from investigations of es tu arine marsh sediments
bu ried by sa nd layers. deposits suggesti ng
that during prehistoric ti mes ponions of
the coast have abruptl y subsided, ge nerating an extreme tsun ami that swe pt over
the area to deposit the sand (A twater. 1987;
Darienzo and Pete rso n. 1990; Atwater and
Yamaguc hi, 1991).
Based on the number of such layers found
in Willapa Bay. Washington, and Netatts Bay.
Oregon. it has been estimated that catastrophiceanhquakes have occurred at least six times
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in the past 4,(X)() years, at intervals rangi ng
from 300 to 1,000 years. The last recorded
event took place about 300 years ago. Therefore. there is stron g evidence that major subduction eanhquakes do indeed occur along
the Nonh west coast-but with long periods
of inactivity between events. An eanhquake
relea~es strain buil t up by subduct ion. and
the result is that some areas of the coast
drop by 1-2 m (3-6 ft ) during the release,
whereas other areas undergo minimal subsidence. Between eanhquakeevents the strain
is accumulating, and this produces a general
uplift o f the coast as recorded by the tide
gauges and geodetic surveys within histori c
times (Figures 2 and 3).
Another potential change in the presentday pattern of sea-level rise versus coastal
uplift is associated wi th predictions for an
acce lerated ri se in sea level associated with
future greenhouse warmi ng. Global temperatures have been predicted to increase from
1.5 0 to 4.5 0 by the year 2050 (National Research Cooncil, 1983), Those predictions in
turn have led to a variety of estimates for
accelerated sea-level rise, caused by increased
glacial melting and thennal expansion of seawater. For example, a repon by the Nati onal
Research Council (1987) predicls that by the
year 2025 the global sea level will ri se by
10-21 em (4-8 in.). Although this may seem
inSignificant, the effects on sandy shorelines
may be magnified 100 times in the horizontal
direction, resulting in shoreline erosion of 1021 m (33-70 ft).
There are many uncenainties in the analyses of sea-level ri se resulling from greenhouse wanni ng, and lherefore the resulting
predicti ons have been controversial among
scientists. Differen t investigators who studied
sea-level curves derived from tide gauges have
reached coriflicting results. some concluding
th at they see an increase in the rate of ri se
in recent decades, others concl udi ng that they
do not. Despite the uncertainties. there is a
growing consensus that some increased rate
of sea-le vel rise can be expected in the next
century. This recognition has led to recommendations that future sea levels be given
more serious consideration in coastal management decisions.

OCEAN PROCESSES AS AGENTS
OF EROSION
The Northwest coast is one of the world's
most dynam ic environments. Ocean waves
and currents contin uous ly reshape the shoreline. Ponions of the beach are cut away, wh ile
others are built out. Severe stonns stri ke the
coast during the winter, generating strong
wi nds that drive rain agai nst sea cliffs and
homes and fonn huge ocean waves that crash
against the shore. Beaches give way to waves
and currents, retreating back toward the land.
AI times. this beach loss contin ues unti l the
erosion threatens homes and motels an d cuts
away at public partdands.
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Ocean waves
The extreme seasonality of the Oregon climate results in parallel variations in ocean
processes and exerts the primary control on
natural cycles observed on beaches. The varying energy of ocean waves parallels the seasonally varying storm winds, because the
strength of those winds is the primary factor
in causing the growth of waves. In general,
the greater the wind velocities blowing over
the ocean's surface, the higher the resulting
waves. Other factors are involved in addition
to the wind speed. One is the duration of
the storm-the longer the winds blow, the
more energy they are able to transfer to the
waves. The third factor is the fetch, the area
or ocean expanse over which the storm winds
are effective. Fetch operates much like storm
duration in that the area of the storm governs
the length of time the winds are able to act
directly on the waves. As the waves are forming, they move across the ocean's surface and
may eventually pass beyond the area of the
storm so they no longer acquire energy from
the winds. The importance of fetch is apparent
when one contrasts wave generation on the
ocean with that on an inland lake. The fetch
on the lake can be no greater than its length,
so the waves can acquire only a small amount
of energy from winds before they cross the
entire lake and break on the shore.
Wind-generated waves are important as
energy-transfer agents. They first obtain
their energy from the winds, transfer it
across the expanse of the ocean, and finally
deliver it to the coastal zone when they
break on the shoreline. Therefore, a storm
need not be in the immediate coastal zone.
Waves reach the shores of Oregon from
storms all over the Pacific Ocean, even
from storms in the southern hemisphere
near Antarctica. Our largest waves are derived, however, from winter storm systems moving down from the north Pacific
and Gulf of Alaska.
Ocean waves reaching the shores of Oregon are measured daily by a unique system,
a microseismometer like those that are usually employed in measuring small earth tremors. In this application, the microseismometer
senses ground movements produced by ocean
waves as they reach the shore and break.
Many Coast Guard stations in the Northwest
now use this system to obtain better estimates
of wave conditions than they formerly obtained by visual determination. A microseismometer system is also in operation at the
Oregon State University Hatfield Marine Science Center in Newport, one that is connected
to a recorder to obtain a permanent record
of the waves. This system has been in operation since November 1971 and has yielded
the longest continuous record of wave conditions on the west coast of the United States.
These measurements have been valuable in
research examining the causes of beach erosion along the Oregon coast.
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It might come as a surprise that a microseismometer in the Marine Science Center
can provide records of ocean waves-after
all, the Center is nearly 2 mi from the ocean.
However, even more impressive is the fact
that the waves can be detected on the seismometer at Oregon State University in Corvallis, 60 mi inland. When the surf is high
on the coast, its effects can be seen as small
jiggles in the seismometer recordings.
The microseismometer in the Marine Science Center differs from normal seismometers in that it is so tuned as to amplify
small tremors, whether they are caused by
earthquakes too minor to be felt or generated
by ocean waves along the coast. 111 order
to use the recordings from the microseismometer to measure ocean waves, it was necessary to first calibrate the system (Zopf and
others, 1976; Creech, 1981). This calibration
was accomplished by obtaining direct measurements of waves in the ocean at the same
time their tremors were measured with the
microseismometer. The direct measurements
of waves were taken with a pressure transducer, an instrument that rests on the ocean
bottom and records wave pressures that are
directly proportional to the heights of the
waves passing over the transducer.
The pressure transducer, the most commonly used instrument for measuring ocean
waves directly, would be preferable to the
micro seismometer. However, winter storms
experienced along the Northwest coast are
so intense that they usually destroy pressure
transducers or other wave-measuring instruments that must be placed in the water. On
this coast, we need a micro seismometer that
can remain in the Marine Science Center,
safe from the reach of waves.
Although the direct comparisons between
the pressure-transducer records and those obtained with the micro seismometer were continued for only a few months, the results
showed that the motions on the microseismometer are directly proportional to the heights
of the offshore waves. Now only the microseismometer is needed to monitor daily
ocean-wave conditions.
An example of the daily wave measurements obtained from the micro seismometer
is shown in Figure 4, covering the period
from mid-December 1972 through January
1973. Most apparent in this series are the
storm waves that struck the Oregon coast
during Christmas. The breaker heights at that
time reached 7 m, about 23 ft, roughly the
height of a three-story building. This reported
height represents what is termed a "significant wave height", defined as the average
of the highest one-third of the waves.
Thus, the significant wave height can
be evaluated from measurements obtained
with wave-sensing instruments. However,
it turns out that the significant wave height
also roughly corresponds to a visual estimate of a representative wave height. This
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Figure 4. An example of daily variations
in wave conditions measured by the microseismometer at Newport, covering the interval from December 1972 through January
1973. From McKinney (1977).
is because an observer normally tends to
weight the observations toward t,he larger
waves, ignoring the smallest. There will,
of course, be many individual waves that
are still higher than this reported significant wave height, which remains something of an average. Measurements have
shown that the largest wave height during
any 20-minute time interval will be a factor
of about 1.8 times the significant wave
height (Komar, 1976). Therefore, when the
graph of Figure 4 indicates the occurrence
of a significant wave height of 7 m during
Christmas 1972, there must have been individual waves having heights of about
1.8 x 7 m = 12.6 m (>41 ft)! As might
be expected, there was considerable erosion along the coast during that storm, the
severest impact occurring at Siletz Spit
on the mid-Oregon coast.
Figure 5 gives an example of the annual
changes in wave-breaker heights as measured
by the microseismometer. The measurements
were obtained from July 1972 through June
1973, but they are typical of annual variations
(Komar, Quinn, and others, 1976). These data
again represent significant wave heights. The
solid line gives the average of significant
breaker heights that were measured during
each one-third-month interval. It shows that
the breakers are on the order of 2 m (7 ft)
high during the summer months, nearly doubling to about 4 m (13 ft) in the winter. The
dashed lines show the maximum and minimum breaker heights that occurred during
those one-third-month intervals and provide
a better impression of the effects of individual
winter storms. The largest waves recorded
within this 1972-73 period reached the coast
during the final third of December 1972, as
shown on a daily basis in Figure 4.
Although extremely high, the waves
during that December 1972 storm are well
below the largest that have been measured
off the Northwest coast. In the early 1960s,
a wave-monitoring program on offshore
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Figure 5. The momhiy variatiQns ofwol'e
breaker heights and periods at Newport, iI·
lustra/ing the occurrence o/higherwave conditions during the wimer months. Solid line
islor mean heights (significant wave heights)
for one-third-momh ifllenmls; dashed lines

are for largest and smallest breakers forthose
intervals. From Komar. Quinn, and others
(1976).

rigs exploring for oil measured an individual wa ve al a height of 29 m (95 ft)
(Roger s. 1966; Watts and Fau lkner, 1968).
This is close to the 112-ft height of the
largest wa ve eve r reliabl y measured in the
ocean, observed from a naval tan ker trav eling from Manila to San Diego in 1933
(Komar. 1976). All of (he measure ments
o n the Orego n coast confirm that it has
o ne of the hi ghest wave-e nergy climates
in the wor ld .
Beach cycles on the Oregon coast
Beadlt:s n:spullll lIin:clly tu the sca!>onal
c hanges in wave conditions. The resulting
cycle is similar on most coastlines and is
illustrated schematically in Figure 6. The
beach is cu t back during the winter mon ths
o f high waves, when sand is eroded from
the shallow underwater and from the beach
berm (the~nearl y horizontal part of the beach
profile that is above the high-tide line). This
eroded sand moves to deeper water, where
it then accumulates in offshore bars, approximately in the zone where the waves first
break as they 'reach the coast. Sand movements reverse during the summer months of
low waves, moving back onshore from the
bars to accumulate in the berm. Although
this cycle between two beach-profile types
is approximatel y seasonal due to changing

ocean waves, the response is really one to
high storm waves versus low regular swell
waves. At times, low waves can prevail during the winter, and the beach berm may actually build out, although not generally to
the extent of the summe r berm. Similarly,
should a storm occur during the summer,
the beach erodes.
This cycle has been demonstrated to occur
on Oregon beaches, just as it has been observed along other coasts. In one study, profiles were obtained monthly during the winte r
of 1976-77 from two beaches, that to the
south of Devil's Punchbowl at Otter Rock
and the one at Gleneden Beach south of Lincoln City (Aguilar-Tunon and Komar. 1978).
These two beaches were selected because
of the ir contrasting sand si7.es that produce
marked differences in overall slopes of the
profiles. The sediment grain size is the primary factor that governs the slope of a beach:
the slope increases as grain size increases.
Grave l beaches are the steepest. their slopes
sometimes reachi ng 25°_3 0°, whereas the
overall slope of a fine-sand beach may be
only 1°·2° . This is seen in the comparison
of the beach profiles at Gleneden Beach and
Otter Rock (Figure 7), th e beach at Gleneden
being coarser and hence steeper.
The month-by-mo nth changes in the profiles at Gleneden Beach are shown in Figure
8. These profiles were obtained with standard
surveying gear and by wadi ng into the wate r.
They do not show the offshore bars, which
were too deep to reach. However, these profiles do illustrate the rapid retreat of the beach
as the winter season develops. Erosion began
as early as October and conti nued through
the spring. The return of sa nd to the berm
and the buildup of the beach did not take
place until April th rough June. The cycle o f
profiles at the Ouer Rock beach was basicall y
the same, at least in its timing. However,
th e magnitude of change was mu ch smaller
than at G leneden Beach. Sand elevations at
Gleneden changed by as much as 2-3 m (8
ft ) (Figure 8), while the changes at Ouer

Rock amou nted to less than I m (3 ft). This
again can be attributed to differences in grai n
sizes between these two beaches. In general.
the coarser the grain size of th e beach sand,
the larger the changes in its profile in response
to varying wa ve conditions. The response
to storm s is also much faster for the coarser
grai ned beach-the storm waves nOi onl y
cut back th e coarser beach to a greater degree
but also erode it at a much faster rate. Here
nature goes counter to what might intuitively
have been expected.
The greater response of coarser grai ned
beaches to storm waves is of importance to
coastal-erosion processes, since the waves
are able to rapidl y cut through the beach
to reach homes and other structures. This
points to the general role of the beach as
a buffer between the ocean waves and coastal
properties. During the summer, when the
beach berm is wide, the waves cannot reach
the properties. So, erosion is nOI a problem,
thanks to the buffer protec tion offered by
the beach. However, when the beach is cut
back during the fall and early winler, it progressively loses that buffering ability, and
property erosion is more likely. If a storm
strikes the coast in October, lhere may be
enough beach to serve as a buffer so Ihat
property erosion does not occur. It is only
when the beach berm completely disappears
and the waves can wash against the cliffs
and foredunes that the potential for property
losses is great. This is often the condition
from about Nove mber through March, but
in fact the extent of the remnant berm is
extremely variab le along the coast as is the
parallel threat of property erosion. This longshore variability results from the patlerns of
nears hore currents that assist Ihe waves in
CUlling back the beach.

Nearsho re currents and sediment
transport
Waves reaching th e coast generate currents in the nearshore zone that are important
to sand movements on the beach and thus
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Figure 7. Beach profiles from Gleneden Beach and Devils Puchbowl Beach (Otter
Rock), Oregon, i/lustrating that coarser-sand beach (Gleneden) is steeper. From Aguilar
and Komar (1978).
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Figure 8. Series of beach profiles obtained at Gleneden Beach, Oregon, illustrating
seasonal I'aria/ions for Oregon coast beaches as shown schematically in Figure 7. From
Aguilar-Tunon and Komar (/978).
to erosion processes. These wave-generated
currents are independent of ocean currents
that exist farther offshore. since those deepocean flows do nO{ extend into the very shallow waters of the nearshore.
Most of the time, waves along the Oregon
coast approach the beaches with their crests
nearly parallel with the shoreline, Under such
circumstances. the nearshore currents take the
fonn ofa cell circulation. the most prominent
pan of which are the seaward-flowing rip currents (Figure 9). The rip currents are fed by
longshore currents flowing roughly parallel to
shore, but they extend along only a short stretch

Figure 9. The nearshore cell circulation.
consisting of rip currenlS fhat flow seaward
and longshore currents lh(ll feed water to
the rip currents.

8

of beach. The currents of this cell circulation
are able to move sediments and so affect beach
morphology. lhe longshore currents hollow
out troughs into the beach that are generally
iocreasing in width and depth a~ a rip current
is approached. Rip currents can be very strong,
cutting through the offshore bars to produce

deeper water and a steeper but more unifonn
beach slope. The rips move sand offshore and
thereby tend to erode crescent-shaped embaymcnts into the beach benn. Aerial views of
the coast typically show beaches that are extremely irregular. a series of rip embaymenlS
of various sizes together with troughs cut by
the longshore currents and rip currents (Figure
10). At times these ' rip-current embayments
extend across the entire width of the beach
and begin to cut in to foredunes and sea cliffs.
Such rip embayments have played a major
role in property losses due to erosion. Although
rip embayments seldom produce much property erosion on their own, they have the effect
of eliminating the buffer protection of the beach
benn. When a stonn occurs, the waves are
able to pass through the deep water of the
rip embayment, not breaking unt il they reach
the properties. Th us. rip embayments can control the center of attack by stonn waves. The
resulting erosion is commonly limited in longshore extent to only 100 or 200 yq. the longshore span of a rip embayment that reaches
the foredunes or sea cliff (Figure II).
When waves break at an angle tothe bt!ach.
lhey generate a currenl that primarily flows
parallel to the shoreline, although even then
seaward-flowing rips may be present. This
longshore current, together with the waves,
produces a transport of sand along the beach.
a sand movement that is known as ··Iittoral
drift.·· This is more than a local rearrangement
of the beach sand with accompanying topography changes as produced by rip currents
and the cell circulation. Instead, the littoral
drift may involve along-coast movements that
displace sand by many miles.
On Oregon beaches. the waves tend to
arrive from the southwest duri ng the winter
and from the northwest during the summer
(corresponding to changes in winddirections).
As a result. there is a seasonal reversal in

Figure 10. Beach alollg Nestucca Spit. photographed during low tide. showing troughs
ami embayments eroded by longshore currents and rip currents.
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Figun II. Schematicdiagrom iIIuslraling
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the di rect ion o f littoral drift- north in the winter, south during the summer. The net littoral
drift is the difference between these north and
southward sand movements. Aloog most of
the Oregon coast. this net drift is essentially
r..ero. at least if averaged o ... er a number of
yean. This is demonSlTllted by the absence
of continuous accumulations of sand on one
side of jetties or rocky headlands, with erosion
on what would be the down drift side (Komar,
Lizarraga-Arciniega. and others, 1976).
Patterns of sand accumulation and erosion
on opposite sides of jetties (Figure 12A) are
found on many coasts where the net littoral
drift is not zero; for exam ple, along the shores
of southern California and most of the east
coast of the United States. In those: areas,
erosion in thedowndrifl directions from jellies
A. NE T LITTORAL DRIFT

8. ZERQ NET [)RI FT

.... ':!'~

Figun 12. Pallemsofsandaccumu/a/ion
aroU/rd jellies. conlrasling cQtldil;on where
jetties block a net littoral drift with cOlrdition
where Ihen is no nI'l IiI/oral drijl. lttties
on the Ongon coast corrtspOlld to Ihe latter
comlitiOlI.

has caused major problems and considerable
losses of property (Komar, 1976. 1983b). In
contrast. when jellies have been buill on the
Oregon COasl, sand ha.~ accumulated on both
thei r north and their south sides. This pallern
is diagrammed schemlllically in Figure 12B
and is iIIustraled specifically by the Yaquina
Bay jellies in Figure 13. In the case of the
Yaquina Bay jelties. more sand accumulated
on the south than on the north, but this was
due to the oblique orientation of the jetties
to the overall trend of the coastline and because the pre-jetty shoreline curved significantly in toward the bay. More significant
is that sand accumulated bach north and south
of the jetties until the embayments between
the jetties and lhe pre-jetty shoreline filled
and an equilibrium shoreline de ... eloped. Subsequent to achie ... ing eq uilibrium, there has
been almost no change in the shoreline configuration. The sand th at accumulated adjacent to the jetties was derived from erosion
of the beaches more distant from the jetties,
so an overall symmetrical pattern emerged,
one that is Significantly different from the
asymmetrical pallern found 00 coasts where
there is a large net littornl drift (Figures 12A
versus 12B). This reduces the potential for
major erosion and property losses due to the
construction of jetties on the Oregon coast,
at least in comparison with other coasts where
there is a large nct lil\oral drift. However,
one se ... ere erosion problem did occur on the
Oregon coast in direc t response to jetty construction: the events that led to the destruction
of the town of Bayacean (discussed below).
The pocket. beach nat u re or the
Oregon coast and sources or
neaJ"Shore sands
The ultimate cause of the zero net lilloral
drift of sand along the Oregon coast is that
beaches are contained between rocky headlands, in effect fonning pocket beaches (figure I). The headlands are large and extend
to sufficiently deep water 10 prevent beach
sand from passing around them. Therefore,
the sand wilhin each pocket beach is isolated.
Sand may move nonh and south within a
pocket due to the seasonality of the wind
and wave directions, bUI the long-tenn net
mo ... ement must be zero. Each of these pocket
beaches on the Oregon coast can be though t
of as a littoral cell. This is a useful concept
in considering sources and losses of sediments on the beach, the so-called budget of
lilloral sediments. As will be discussed later,
there are even contrasting patterns and magnitudes of erosion from cell to cell. particularly the erosion of sea cliffs.
The one beach on the Oregon coast that
does nOi fit this pattern of a zero-drift pocket
and self-contaioed littoral cell is the shoreline
that extends south from the Columbia River
past Seaside 10 Tillamook Head. This is the
ClalSop Plains area. fonned by the accumulation of sand deri ... ed from the Columbia
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Figure 13. Shoreline changer m Yaquilla
Bay jellies, 1830 (representing pre.jellY con·
figuration) 10 1974, and photo of September
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was Imger; al.w due 10 oblique orientation
of jell;ts compand wilh tnnd of shoreline.
From Komar. Uzarraga-An:iniega. and OIh·
ers (/976).
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River, part of which moves southward until
it is blocked by Tillamook Head. However,
the bulk of sand derived from the Columbia
River moves northward along the coast of
Washington. The quantities of this northward
sand transport can be only roughly estimated,
but the primary evidence for this sand supply
is that many of the beaches along the southern
half of the Washington coast are growing
(Phipps and Smith, 1978). The highest rates
of beach growth tend to be in the south,
closest to the Columbia River, decreasing to
the north until, beyond Copalis Head, net
erosion prevails.
On many coastlines, sand spits grow in
the direction of the net littoral drift. The Long
Beach Peninsula extends northward from the
Columbia River and likely reflects the net
sand movement along the Washington coast.
It is unclear whether this northward growth
has continued within historic times, since
there have been many cycles of growth and
erosion at the tip of the Peninsula. There
are several sand spits along the northern coast
of Oregon, some pointing north, while others
point to the south (Figure 1). Those spits
are located within the beach cells where zero
net littoral drift prevails, and their directions
do not provide testimony as to net longshore
sand movements.
In view of the pocket-beach nature of the
Oregon coast, the question arises as to the
sources of beach sand contained within those
littoral cells. These sources are reflected in
the small quantities of heavy minerals contained within the beach sand. On the Oregon
coast, the beach sand generally consists of
grains of quartz and feldspar minerals. Those
particles are transparent or a light tan, and
this is what governs the color of most beaches.
However, the sands also contain small fractions of heavy minerals that are black, pink,
various shades of green, and other colors.
These grains are readily apparent as specks
in a handful of beach sand and are sometimes
concentrated by the waves into black-sand
placer deposits on the beaches. Of importance
is that these heavy minerals are indicative
of the rocks they came from and in many
cases can be traced back to specific rocks
and therefore geographical sources. That is
the case for the heavy minerals in the sands
of the Oregon coast. Most distinctive are the
minerals derived from the Klamath Mountains: a variety of ancient metamorphosed
rocks is found in those mountains of southern
Oregon and northern California. As shown
in the diagram of Figure 14, sands derived
from the Klamath Mountains contain such
minerals as glaucophane, staurolite, epidote,
zircon, hornblende, hypersthene, and the distinctive pink garnet that, in particular, can
often be seen concentrated on the beach. In
contrast, the rivers that drain the Coast Range
transport sand containing almost exclusively
two heavy minerals: dark-green augite and
a small amount of brown hornblende (Figure

10

14). Augite comes from volcanic rocks and
is contributed to the rivers by erosion of the
ancient sea-floor rocks uplifted into the Coast
Range. With the sand of the Columbia River
comes a diversity of heavy minerals because
the river drains a vast area that contains many
types of rocks (Figure 14).
The presence of sand derived from the
Klamath Mountains in beaches along almost
the entire length of the Oregon coast is at
first surprising-in view of the many headlands that prevent any longshore sand transport for that distance. However, thousands
of years ago, during the maximum development of glaciers, the sea level was considerably lower, the shoreline was .then on
what is now the continental shelf, many miles
to the west of its present position, and the
beaches were backed by a smooth coastal
plain. At that time, sand derived from rivers
draining the Klamath Mountains could move
freely northward as littoral drift without being
blocked by headlands. Studies of heavy minerals contained within continental-shelf sands
demonstrate that this was indeed the case
(Scheidegger and others, 1971): the metamorphic minerals from the Klamaths can be
found in the shelf sands nearly as far north
as the Columbia River. As the Klamath-derived sand moved north, additional sand was
contributed to the beaches by rivers draining
the Coast Range, so there is progressively
more augite and a smaller proportion of metamorphic minerals from the Klamaths in these
beach sands. The Columbia River was a large
source of sediment, but most of that sand

hypersthene (45%)
augite (19 a/a)
green hornblende (14 a/a)
brown hornblende (9 0/0)
enstitite (4 a/a)
zircon (2 a/a)
cleor garnet (2 a/a)

augite
brown hornblende

glaucophane
pink garnet
green hornblende
brown hornblende

hypersthene
augite
epidote

zircon
diopside
staurolite
olivine

Figure 14. Principal sources of sand to
Northwest beaches are the Columbia River
and rivers draining the Coast Range and
the Klamath Mountains. Each source supplies different suites of heavy minerals to
beach and estuarine sands. From Clemens
and Komar (1988b).

moved to the north and dominates the mineralogy of ancient beach sands found on the
Washington continental shelf. Some Columbia River sand did move south along the
Oregon beaches during lowered sea levels
and mixed with the sand from the Klamath
Mountains and the Coast Range.
Therefore, the absence of headlands during lowered sea levels permitted an alongcoast mixing of sands derived from multiple
sources, principally from the Klamath Mountain metamorphics, the Coast-Range volcanics, and the Columbia River sands. Varying
with the location along this former shoreline
of the Oregon coast, the beach consisted of
various proportions of mineral grains from
those sources. Although a portion of the beach
sand was left behind duringc the rapid rise
in sea level and now can be found on the
continental shelf, some of it migrated landward with the transgressing shoreline. The
beaches would have been low in relief so
that storm waves were able to wash over
them, transporting sand from the ocean shores
to the landward sides of the beaches and
thereby producing the migration. Additional
sand was contributed by the various river
sources and from sediments eroded from the
coastal plain.
About 5,000-7,000 years ago, the rate of
rise in sea level decreased as the water approached its present level. Just about at that
time, the beaches of Oregon came under the
influence of headlands that segmented the
formerly continuous shoreline. At some stage
several thousand years ago, the headlands
extended into sufficiently deep water to hinder further along-coast transport of the beach
sands. This is shown by a study of the mineralogy of sand found on the present-day
beaches (Clemens and Komar, 1988a,b). The
pattern of along-coast mixing of sand from
the various sources, established during lowered sea levels, is still partly preserved within
the series of pocket beaches now separated
by headlands. Therefore, one can still find
minerals derived from the Klamath Mountains in virtually all of the beaches along
the Oregon coast, even though it is certain
that the sand can no longer pass around the
many headlands that separate those beaches
from the Klamath Mountains. In most cases,
the Klamath-derived sand could have reached
the modem beach only by along-coast mixing
during lowered sea levels and subsequent onshore transport with the rise of the sea. However, there has been some modification of
the beach-sand mineralogy from that alongcoast mixing pattern, as local sources have
contributed sand to the beaches during the
last few thousand years. Such beach-sand
sources include eroding sea-cliffs and some
sand from the rivers and streams entering
the isolated pocket beaches.
There can be distinct changes in beachsand mineralogies on opposite sides of headlands, that is, within adjacent but isolated
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pocket beaches or littoral cells (Clemens and
Komar, I 988a,b). One such case is found
at Cascade Head nonh of Lincoln City, continuing at Cape Foulweather farther south.
To the north of Cascade Head, the beach
sand is rich in augite, which either came from
the local rivers and streams draining the Coast
Range or from sea-cliff erosion that cuts into
alluvium derived from that same volcanic
source. In contrast, 10 the south of Cascade
Head. the aug ite content of the beach sand
is much reduced. Sea-cliff erosion is of obvious importance there, but these cliffs are
cut into a marine terrace that contains sands
of uplifted ancient beaches and dUTIes. Analyses of the mineralogy of those terrace sands
indicate that they are also composed of mixtures of Klamath Mountain, Coast Range,
and Columbia Ri ver sands (Clemens and
Komar. 1988a). Apparently these terrace deposits also record an along-coast mixing of
sediments at lowered sea level s, a mixing
that was preserved much as it has been on
the modem beaches. This conclusion has an
unfortunate aspect in that it makes it virtually
impossible to distinguish what portion of the
sand on the modem beach in that area has
been contributed by recent cliff erosion and
what portion moved onshore durin g the last
rise in sea level. At any rate, the change
in beach-sand mineralogy on opposite sides
of Cascade Head demonstrates the effectiveness of th at headland in isolating the adjacent
pocket beaches and shows that recent contributions to the beaches have been sufficient
to alter the pattern established by along-coast
mixing during lowered sea levels.
A still more dramatic change in the beach
sand occurs at Tillamook Head . south of
Seaside (Figure 15) (Clemens and Komar.
1988a,b). Nonh of th is headland. the beach
sand is derived almost entirely from the Columbia River, and the abu ndant supply of
sand from that large river has built the shoreline out significantl y within historic times.
South of ""the headland, the beach sand is
abundant in augite, again indicating a Coast
Range source from local rivers or cliff erosion. This beach sand also contains small
amoun ts of Klamath Mountai n minerals. the
northernmost instance where the relict pattern of along-coast mixing during lowered
sea levels can be found preserved in the
modern beaches. There is some Columbia
River sand in this beach to the south of
Tillamook Head, but it got there by mixing
southward wi th sands from the other sources
during lowered sea level and the n migrating
onshore. That Columbia-derived sand has
been on the beach for thousands of years,
whereas to the nonh of the headland the
beach sand came from the Columbia within
the last century or two. Thi s contrasting history of the beac h sands is also indicated
by the degree of rounding of the individual
grains as shown in Figure 15. North of the
headland. the grains are fresh in appearance

tltL-----"--.:.
']diL~"
.......... '"
TILLA~OOK

Ldi1
t.m1b

HEAD

beach

AUGITE
ROUND t NG

buch

~
CAPE FALCON

Figure /5. Diagram showing changes in
degree a/rounding a/beach sand on opposile
sides a/Tillamook Head. VA = very angUlar,
A = angUlar. SA = subangular, SR = subrounded. R = rounded, and WR = well
rounded). After Clemens and Komar ( /9880.).

and angU lar, attesting to Iheir recent arri val
from the Columbia: the gri nding action of
the surf has not had sufficien t time to abrade
and round the grains. To the south of the
headland, the grains are much rounder: their
sharp edges have been worn away during
thousands of years of movement beneath
the swash of waves on the beach.
During low stands of sea level, the coastal
rivers were able to cut down their valleys.
When the water rose at the end of the ice
age, these valleys were drowned and deve loped into estuaries. These estuaries are imponant, serving as harbors and the centers
of many of our coastal communities. They
are also environments of significant fisheries
and, as will be discussed here, playa central
role in sediment movements on the coast that
govern contributions of sand to the beaches.
An t$tuary is a zone of complex mixing
of fresh water from the river with the ocean's
salt water. The fresh water is less dense and
therefore tends to fl ow over the top of the
sea water. At times, much of the fresh water
from the river flows through the entire estuary
and enters the ocean before it finally mixes
with the underlying sea water. In such a case,
the lens of salt water at depth within the estuary
has a net flow from the ocean into the estuary.
This situation is found in many Northwest
estuaries and is significant. since it is one
mechanism that transports sediment from the
ocean into the estuary and inhibits the river
sands from reaching the ocean beaches.
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The restriction of sand movement through
Northwest estuaries was first demonstrated in
a study of the sediments within Yaquina Bay
(Kulm and Byrne, 1966). Similar to the other
ri vers draining the Coast Range, the Yaquina
Ri ver transports sand containing augite as its
principal heavy mineral. This contrasts with
the beach sand outside of the Bay, which contains a large variety of minerals, including the
metamorphic minerals that were derived from
the Kl amath Mountains. In addition. some of
the quartz and feldspar grai ns on the beach
are coated with red iron oxide. These are probably grains contributed to the beach from seacliff erosion ofthe marine terraces; such coated
grains are not found in the Yaquina River.
These differences make it possible 10 lfaCe
the nXlVement of the ri ver and beach sands
entering the estuary. The result is summarized
in Figure 16, where it is seen that the river
sand (fluviatile) forms 100 percent of the estuarine sediment in only the landward portion
of the Bay. Marine sand has been carried into
the Bay through the inlet and dom inates the
estuarine sediments near the mouth. Much of
the Bay is a 7.One where the ri ver and marine
sands are mixed in varying proportions.
The results indicate that Yaquina Bay is
slowly being fi lled with sedi ment~from the
direction of the land by fluviatile sands and
from the ocean side by marine sands. This
has also been shown for Alsea Bay, where
drilling through the sediments indicates that
the bay began to fi ll immediately after the
formation of the estuary with the last rise
in sea level and is continuing 10 fill (Peterson
and others, 1982, 1984b). Becoming filled
with sediments is generally the fate of eslUaries. Having developed by the drowning
of rive r valleys at the end of the ice age,
they represent an environment that is out of
equili brium. As a result, estuaries tend to
fill unt il reduced to a river channel that is
able to transpon all of its sediments to the
ocean. Such a development involves thousands of years. so we should not view our
estuaries as ephemeral features.
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Figure 16. Sedimenl paltems within Yaquina Bay, iIIustraling Ih e mixing 0/ marine
sands carried inlo estuary by lidal flows and
fluvial sands from Ihe rh'er, After Kulm and
Byrne ( J 966).
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Another implication of the results in Figure 16 is that little if any sand from the Yaquina River is presently reaching the ocean
beach. This conclusion applies only to sandsize grains. The fine clays that remain in
suspension in the water are carried into the
ocean, evident by the brown plumes that emanate from the inlet during river floods. Most
of the major coastal rivers are separated from
the ocean by large estuaries and are not likely
to be significant contributors of sand to the
modem beaches. This in part explains why
many of the Oregon beaches have relatively
small volumes of sand and why their mineralogies still reflect the along-coast mixing
of sand sources during low stands of sea
level rather than more recent contributions.
Such patterns of sand deposition have
been shown to occur in other major estuaries
of the Northwest (Scheidegger and Phipps,
1976; Peterson and others, I 984a). However,
a study of the small Sixes River of Oregon,
which does not really have an estuary, indicates that it supplies sand to the adjacent
beach, although the amounts would be minor
given the small size of that river (Boggs,
1969; Boggs and Jones, 1976). In general,
the major rivers have sufficiently large estuaries to make it doubtful whether much,
if any, of the river sand reaches the adjacent
beaches. The one clear exception to this is
the Columbia River, which transports more
than 100 times as much sand as the next
largest river (the Umpqua) and on the order
of 1,000 times as much sand as other coastal
rivers (Clemens and Komar, 1988a).

alley, and agate shop. However, the development soon ran into economic problems as
lots did not sell at the hoped-for rate, primarily due to the inaccessibility of the area
and delays in construction of the railroad
from Portland.
But the chief threat came from erosion
caused by jetty construction in 1914-17 at
the mouth of Tillamook Bay (Figure 17).
Due to economic constraints, only a north
jetty was completed at that time (the south
jetty was not built until 1974), and this turned
out to be critical to the magnitude of the
resulting erosion. The overall pattern of sand
movement and shoreline changes was similar to that depicted schematically in Figure
12B, made more complex by the fact that
only one jetty was constructed. Sand quickly
accumulated north of the jetty (Figure 17),
with the shoreline building out. At the same
time, sand also accumulated to the south
but formed a shoal within the mouth of the
inlet, thus greatly increasing the hazards to
navigation. The sand that formed the shoal
was derived from erosion along the length
of Bayocean Spit. It is likely that some of
the sand brought to the shoal was carried
into the bay and some perhaps to the offMonhollen Beach

Rockaway Beach

I
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CASE STUDIES OF SAND SPIT
EROSION
The most dramatic occurrences of erosion
on the Oregon coast have centered on the
sand spits. The causative factors have ranged
from jetty construction at Bayocean Spit, to
natural processes of waves and currents at
Siletz and Nestucca Spits, to extreme examples of erosion processes at Alsea and Netarts
Spits initiated during the 1982-83 EI Nino.

Jetty construction and the erosion of
Bayocean Spit
The story of Bayocean Spit is of particular
interest in that it provides the earliest example
on the Oregon coast of a failed attempt at
a major development and also of the erosive
impacts that are associated with jetty construction (Terich and Komar, 1974; Komar
and Terich, 1976). The San Francisco realtor
T.B. Potter was attracted to Tillamook Bay
during a fishing trip in 1906 and vowed
to build the "Atlantic City of the Pacific
Coast" on the spit separating the bay from
the ocean. His vision soon took form with
the construction of an elegant hotel, a natatorium (housing a heated swimming pool
with artificial surf), a number of permanent
homes, and a "tent city" for summer visitors.
The downtown contained a grocery, bowling
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Figure 17. Schematic diagram illustrating
patterns of erosion and accretion in response
to construction of the north jetty at the inlet
to Tillamook Bay. Sand that came from erosion along the length of Bayocean Spit accumulated to fonn an extensive shoal at the
mouth of the inlet.

shore, so that erosion of Bayocean Spit continued for many years rather than reaching
a new equilibrium as is possible where two
jetties are constructed (Figure 12B).
The erosion of Bayocean was most rapid
during the 1930s and 1940s following reconstruction and lengthening of the north
jetty. The ocean edge of the spit retreated,
dropping houses, the natatorium (see cover
photo, upper left), and finally the hotel into
the surf. A storm during November 1952
brought the final demise of the development, breaching the spit at its narrowest
point. This breach was diked by the Corps
of Engineers in 1956, rejoining what had
become an island to the mainland. All that
remains of Potter's development is bare
land with a few slabs of <;oncrete foundations that now litter the beach.

Natural processes and the erosion of
Siletz and Nestucca Spits
The erosion of Siletz and Nestucca Spits
provides examples of the impact 'of natural
processes: the combined effects of rip currents,
storm waves, and elevated water levels (Komar and Rea, 1976; Komar and McKinney,
1977; Komar, 1978, 1983a). The development
of Siletz Spit began in the 1960s with the
construction of a number of homes, many
within the foredunes immediately backing the
beach. The first major episode of erosion leading to property losses occurred during the
winter of 1972-73. One house under construction was lost (see cover photo, lower right).
Others ended up on promontories extending
into the surf zone, when riprap was first installed along their seaward fronts and then
on their flanks, as adjacent empty lots continued to erode. The main factor in that erosion
episode was the occurrence of major storm
waves: the 23-ft significant wave heights of
December 1972 in the microseismometer record of Figure 4. However, the erosion was
limited to only a small portion of the spit,
determined by the presence of a rip current
that had hollowed out an embayment in the
beach, so that waves were able to reach the
foredunes and houses (Figure 18).
A series of aerial photographs of Siletz
Spit revealed the repeated occurrence of such
erosion events over the years. In general, during anyone winter, the erosion would occur
in only one or two locations determined by
the largest rip-current embayments. In subsequent winters, the erosion would shift to
other areas, as the rip currents changed positions. (We do not know what controls the
locations of rip currents and therefore cannot
predict where the erosion will occur.) In the
meantime, earlier "bites" taken out of the
foredunes by rip currents and storm waves
would fill in with drift logs, which in turn
captured wind-blown sands, so the dunes
quickly formed again. This cycle of dune
erosion and reconstruction occurred repeatedly on Siletz Spit, with no measurable long-
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Figure 18. Rip currenls cutting embaymellls through beach and reaching dn'elopmelll on Siletz Spit du ring December 1972.
Large embayment seen ill upper photograph
was center of property losses photographed
in COl"er photo. lower right.

Figure 19. UpI,er I,hoto: Riprap I'laced
to prO/ec/ homes under cons/mctiOlr al Kiwanda Shores on NeslllcC(1 Spil in respmr.re
to erosion during Febnwf)' 1978. Lower
photo: Subsequellt accumlllalion of dune
sands. complelely cOI'erillS rilHap alld becoming (I problem for homes (/988 phO/o).

tenn net retreat of the seaward edge of the
foredunes on the spit.
The pri ncipal mistake made in deve loping
Siletz Spit was to bui ld homes in th is zone
of foredunes that is susceptible to periodic
erosion. We quickly became aware of this
during the erosion of 1972-73 (cover photo,
lower ri ght): the erosion exposed drift logs
wi thin the hean of the spit. often beneath
homes built in the 196Os--drift logs that had
been cut by saws. What clearer indication
could one have of the ephemeral nature of
the sites where these homes had been built?
Siletz Spit has repeatedl y eroded du ri ng
subsequent wi nters. but each time more riprap
was added. so that the propenies are now
reasonably secure. Lots lost to erosion have
been fi11M with beach sand and leased again
for development.
Large storm waves combined with high
spri ng tides during February 1978 to cause
extensive erosion in many areas of the Oregon
coast (Koman 1978). The greatest impact occurred along Nestucca Spit on the nonhero
Oregon coast. where an uninhabited area of
the spit was breached and foredune erosion
threatened a new deve lopment where houses
were still under construction (Figure 19 and
cover photo. center). Storm waves again combined with rip-currcnt embayments to control
the zones of maximum erosion along the spit
as well as to dctennine the area of breaching.
However. of panicular 'imponance to the erosion was the simultaneous occurrence of high
perigean spring tides plus a storm surge that
raised water levels by some 8-9 in. above predicted tide levels. Spri ng tides occur when
the Moon. Eanh. and Sun line up so that the
gravitational forces causing the tide superim-

pose. producing the highest monthly tides. A
perigean spri ng tide occurs when the Moon
comes closest to the Eanh in its eliptical orbit.
so that the tide-producing force is still greater
than during normal spring tides. Typical spring
tides on the Oregon coast reach +9 ft MLLW
(= '"mean lower low water'--the average of
the lowest daily tides, which is taken as the
O-reference tidal elevation). whereas perigean
spring tides achieve +10 ft MLLW . At the
time of thc Fcbruary 1978 storm thot eroded
Nestucca Spit. measured high tides reached
+ 10.2 ft MLLW-unusually high tides for the
Oregon coast and substantially higher than thc
tides during the December 1972 erosion of
Siletz Spit.
It was this combination- high perigean
spring tides with a significant storm surge.
exceptionally energetic storm waves. and the
development of a major rip-current embayment that bychance focused the erosion along
the thin ner section of the spit- that resulted
in the unusual occurrence of breaching at
Nestucca Spit. The only other spit breaching
known to have occurred duri ng historic times
was at Bayocean Spit. and that breach was
due 10 jetty construction rather than natural
causes. On spits and barrier islands of the
east and Gulf coasts of the United States.
there are frequent occurrences of breaching
and washovers. due to the rise in sea level
with respect to the land. However. the Nonhwest coast is rising tectonically. so there is
mini mal transgression of the sea over the
land. and this probably accounts for the rari ty
of spit breaching here. It took the unusual
circumstances of the February 1978 storm
to produce a breach.
When the storm struck in February 1978,
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a deve lopment of new houses was under
conslruction on the foredunes at Kiwanda
Beach al the north end of Nestucca Spit
(Figure 19. upper). Like the erosion of Siletz
Spit, drift logs were exposed within the eroding dunes. some of which had been sawed.
However. these logs were more rOllen than
those found within Siletz Spit. suggesting
that erosion episodes on Nestucca Spit are
less fre quent. The lower frequency of erosion
occurrences at Nestucca Spit is probably due
to the fact that the beach sand here is fi ner
grained than at Siletz (recalling from the
discussion earl ier that coarser-sand beaches
respond more rapidly and to a greater degree
to storm-wave conditions). Nestucca Spit
began to mend during the summer following
its erosion. Similar to the dune reformation
on Siletz Spit. drift logs accumulated withi n
the breach and helped 10 trap wind-blown
sand. So much sand has returned to the beach
fronting the Ki wanda Beach housing development that the masses of ri prap are now
buried and the overabundance of sand has
become a problem (Figure 19. lower).

The 1982·83 El Nino-an unusual
e rosion event
A decade ago. an El Nino was though t
to involve only a shift in currents and a
warming of ocean waters to the west of
South America. Its occurrence was primarily of interest because an EI Nino caused
the mass killing of fish off the coast of
Peru. No one imagined that an EI Nino
had wide-ranging consequences, includi ng
thaI of playing a major role in beach erosion
along the west coast of the United States.
This awareness came during the El Nino
of 1982-83. an event of unusual magn it ude.
when erosion problems were experienced
along the shores of Cal ifornia and Oregon.
The natural processes usua lly involved in
beach erosion also played a role during
the 1982-83 EI Nino. but generally at much
greater intensities than normal. In addition.
the re were unusual effects that enhanced
the overall erosion problems and caused
them to continue well beyond 1982-83.
It once was thought that the onset of EI
Nino off Peru was caused by the cessation
of local coastal winds that produce upwelli ng.
This view changed when it was demonstrated
that these local winds do nO( necessarily diminish during an EI Nino, but that it is instead
the breakdown of the equatorial trade winds
in the central and western Pacific that triggers
an EI Nino. During nomml periods of strong
southeast trades. there is a sea-level setup
in the western equatorial Pacific with an overall east-to-west upward slope of the sea surface along the equator. The same effect is
obtained when you blow steadily across a
cup of coffee: the surface of the coffee becomes highest on the side away from you.
If you stop blowing. the coffee surges back
and runs up your side of the cup. The process
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is similar in the ocean, when the trade winds
stop blowing during an EI Nino. The potential
energy of the sloping water surface is released, and it is this release that produces
the eastward flow of warm water along the
equator toward the coast of Peru where it
kills fish that are not adapted to warm water.
In association with this warm-water movement eastward along the equator, a wavelike
bulge in sea level occurs. The Coriolis force,
which results from the rotation of the Earth
on its axis, causes currents to turn to the
right in the northern hemisphere and to the
left in the southern hemisphere. Since this
released water during an EI Nino flows predominantly eastward along the equator, the
Coriolis force acts to confine the wave to
the equatorial zone, constantly turning it in
toward the equator. This prevents the dissipation of the sea-level high by expansion
to the north and south away from the equator.
The eastward progress of the sea-level wave
can be monitored at tide gauges located on
islands near the equator (Wyrtki, 1984). As
discussed earlier, measurements from a tide
gauge can be averaged so as to remove the
tidal fluctuations, yielding the mean sea level
for that period of time. Sea-level variations
at islands along the equator during the 198283 EI Nino are shown in Figure 20. From
these tide-gauge records one can easily envision the passage of the released sea-level
wave as it traveled eastward across the Pacific. Its crest appears to have passed Fanning
Island south of Hawaii in late August, Santa
Cruz in the Galapagos at the end of the year,
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Figure 20. Sea-level "wave" during the
1982-83 EI Nino measured at a sequence
of islands from west to east near the equator,
and finally at Callao on the coast of Peru.
After ~rtki (1984).
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and reached Callao on the coast of Peru in
January 1983. Water-level changes associated
with these sea-level waves during an EI Nino
are very large, as Figure 20 shows. They
typically involve variations up to 50 cm (20
in.) and take place within a relatively short
period of time, 4-6 months. Translated into
an annual variation, this is equivalent to a
rate of approximately 1,000 mm/year, far in
excess of the 1-2 mm/year global rise in sea
level that is caused by the melting of glaciers.
With its arrival on the coast of South America, the sea-level wave splits, and the separated
parts respectively move north and south along
the coast. Now the wave is held by the inclination of the continental shelf and. slope,
by the combined effects of wave refraction
over the slope and the Coriolis force. This
again prevents the sea-level high from flowing
out to sea and dissipating. Analyses of tidegauge records along the coast have demonstrated that the sea-level waves can travel as
far north as Alaska (Enfield and Allen, 1980).
The analyses have also shown that as the sealevel wave travels northward, it looses relatively little height at the coastline itself. The
Coriolis force increases in strength at higher
latitudes, so the wave hugs the coast more
tightly and thereby maintains its height, even
though it may loose some of its energy. The
wave travels at a rate of about 50 mi per
day and thus quickly reaches California and
Oregon following its inception at the equator.
The water-level changes associated with these
shelf-trapped sea-level waves are an important
factor in beach erosion along the west coast
of North America during an EI Nino.
In summary, one aspect of an EI Nino
is the generation of large sea-level variations that take the form of a wave; the
wave first moves eastward along the equator and then splits into poleward-propagating waves when it reaches the eastern
margin of the Pacific Ocean. These basinwide responses involve several months of
wave travel, and at any given coastal site
the sea-level wave may significantly raise
water levels for several months.
Figure 21 shows the monthly mean-sea
levels measured by the tide gauge in Yaquina
Bay during the 1982-83 EI Nino (Huyer and
others, 1983; Komar, 1986). The sea level
reached a maximum during February 1983,
nearly 60 cm (24 in.) higher than the mean
water surface in May 1982, nine months earlier. The thin solid line in the figure follows
the ten-year means for the seasonal variations,
and the dashed lines give the previous maxima and minima measured in Yaquina Bay.
These curves in part reflect the normal seasonal cycle of sea level produced by parallel
variations in atmospheric pressures and water
temperatures. However, it is apparent that
the sea levels of 1982-83 were excep "mal,
reaching some 10-20 cm higher than previous
maxima, about 35 cm (14 in.) above the average winter level. Much of this unusually
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Figure 21. Monthly sea levels measured
with tide gauge in Yaquina Bay. Recordfrom
1982-83 EI Nino year (dots) shows that water
levels exceeded all previous records. Mean
values given by solid line, previous maxima
and minima by dashed lines. From Huyer
and others (1983) and Komar (1986).
high sea level can be attributed to the effects
of a coastally trapped sea-level wave generated by the EI Nino.
Wave conditions on the Oregon coast were
also exceptional during the 1982-83 EI Nino
(Komar, 1986). Figure 22 shows the daily
measurements from the rnicroseismometer at
Newport, collected from August 1982 through
April 1983. There were several storms that
generated high-energy waves, three achieving
breaker heights on the order of 20-25 ft.
The erosion which occurred on the Oregon
coast during the 1982-83 EI Nino was in response to these combined processes. The large
storm waves that struck the coast arrived at
the same time as sea level was approaching
its maximum. High spring tides were also
a factor. During the December 1982 storm,
high tides reached +11.0 ft MLLW, 23 in.
higher than the predicted level due to the raised
sea level. The tides during the January 1983
storm were still more impressive, reaching
+12.4 ft, 34 in. higher than predicted. This
pattern continued during the February 1983
storm, when high tides up to +10.3 ft were
measured, 17 in. above the predicted level.
All of these high tides represent exceptional
water elevations for the coast of Oregon.
As expected, the intense storm activity
and high water levels during the winter of
1982-83 cut back the beaches of the Oregon
coast. However, for a time the patterns of
erosion were puzzling. There were numerous
reports of erosion problems along the coast,
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Figure 22. Wave breaker-height measurementsfrom Newport during 1982-83 El Nino
period. From Komar (1986).
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yet beaches in OIher areas were building ou t.
[t took some time to detennine what was
happening.
As discussed earlier. the summer waves
nonnally approach from the northwest. while
the winter waves arrive from the southwest.
so there is a seasonal reversal in sand transport
direct ions along the beaches. Over the years
there is something of an eqUilibrium between
the north and south sand movements within
any pocket. yie lding a long-tenn zero net littoral dri ft. This equilibri um condi tion was
upset during the 1982·83 EI Nino due to the
southward displacement of the stonn systems.
The waves approached the Oregon coast from
a more southwesterly direction, and this to·
gethe r with the high wave energies of the
stonns caused an unusually large northward
movement of sand wi thin the beach cells (figure 23). The resulting effect was one of sand
erosion at the south end of each poc ket beach
and deposition at the north. This can be viewed
as the reorien tation of the pocket beaches to
face the waves arriving from the southwest.
or as anyone headland acting like a jetty
so that it blocks sand on its south and causes
erosion to its immediate north.
This pattern is illustrated in Figure 24 for
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Figure 23. Pallems of beach erosion and
accretion during 1982-83 EI Nino. resulting
from northward transport of sand within the
lilloral cell. From Komar (1986).

Figure 25. Deflection 0/ cho/rnelleading
into Alsea Bay by nOrlhward growth of longshore bar in response to stoml wares relared
to /982-83 EI Nino and arriving/rom sOll/hwest. From Komar (1986).

Figure 24. Beaches nonh alld sOUili of
Yaquillo Head during 1982-83 EI Nino, with
a total depletion of sand to the noni! (uPJ,er).
while large quantities of sand accumulated
to the soutli on Agme Beach (lower).
the beaches north and south of Yaqui na Head.
North of that headland. the beach eroded down
to bed rock (Figure 24. upper). while sou th
of it. at Agate Beach. so much sand accumu lated that it formed a large field of dunes
(Figure 24. lower). Those who had the misfortune 10 live north of the headlands. at the
south ends of the pocket beaches. experienced
some of the greatest beach and property losses
along the coast. There. the beaches eroded
back to a greater degree than during normal
winters. the sand not only moving offshore
tu funll bar.; but ahu llulthwanJ atung th",
shore. Hav ing lost the buffering protection
of the fronting beaches. properties north of
headlands suffered the direct attack by stonn
waves. wh ich in many areas resulted in considerable erosion losses.
The area that suffered the greatest erosion
during the 1982-83 EI Nino was Alsea Spit
on the central Oregon coast (Komar. 1986).
The erosion there was main ly in response
to northward longs hore movement of beach
sand. a move ment which denected the inlet
to Alsea Bay. Alt hough the problem originated duri ng the 1982-83 EI Niiio. the erosion cbntinucd for several years due to the
disrupt ion from nonnal conditions. During
nonnal periods. the channel from Alsea Bay
continues directly seaward beyond the inlet
mouth. bu t duri ng the 1982-83 EI Nino this
channel was denected well to the north. as
seen in the photograph of Figure 25. The
inlet mou th itself migrated li tt le; the deflection instead took place in the shallow offshore
area. Apparent in this photograph is an underwater bar that elltends from the south and
is covered with breaking waves. It was the
northward growt h of this bar that diverted
the channel from its normal course. the bar
growth having occurred as a result of the
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northward sand transport during EI Nino.
The erosion ellperienced on Alsea Spit.
which con tinued for about three years. can
be directl y attributed to this northward deflection of the channel. The earliest property
losses on the spit occurred during the wi nter
of 1982-83 on the ocean side. well to the
north of the inlet. The focus of this erosion
was di rectly landward of where the channel
turned seaward around the end of the northward-extendi ng offshore bar. Erosion there
appeared to be caused by the oversteepened
beach profile leading into the deep channel
and by direct wave attack: waves passing
through this channel did not break over an
offshore bar and therefore retained thei r full
energy until they broke directly against the
properties on the spit. The erosion continued
for more than three years with more losses
of property. as the deflected channel slowly
migrated southward towards its fonner position. Figure 25 shows a phOlograph laken
during J uly 1985. by which lime significant
migration had already taken place from the
most northerl y position of the opening duri ng
the winter of 1982-83. With this slow sou thward move ment of the opening. the focus
of mallimum erosion on the spit si milarly
shifted south. In September 1985. there was
an abrupt increase in the rate of erosion. as
the focus was then on the unvegetated. lowlying tip of the spi t seen in Figure 25. Withi n
a couple of weeks. this tongue-extension of
Alsea Spit completely eroded away. At the
same time. the deep water of the offshore
channel shifted landward, directly eroding
the developed portion of the spit where it
curves inward toward the inlet. Seven houses
were threatened by this erosion, particularly
one that was adjacent to an empty lot ini tially
left unprotected (Figure 26).
The beach fronting Alsea Spit grew significantly during the su mmer of 1986. and
the tongue of sand began to refonn at the
end of the spit. Erosion du ring the winter
of 1986-87 was mi nimal. so that Alsea Spit
and the inlet to the bay finally relurned to
the configurations that had prevailed for many
years prior to the 1982-83 EI Nino.
The effects of the 1982-83 EI Nino persisted still longer in the erosion of Netarts

IS

f"igure 26. Erorio/I of Alrea Spit tIS a
result of inlet deflection during 1982·83 El
Nilio. From Komar (1986).
Spit (Komar and others, 1988; Komar and
Good, 1989). That erosion has been of parti cular concern in that its impact has been
in Cape Lookout State Park. a popular rccreation site. Netarts Spit forms most of the
stre tch of shore between the large Cape Lookout to the south and Cape Mears to the north
(Figure 27). Erosion of Netarts Spit during
historic times had been minimal. In the late
1960s. a seawall was constructed at the back
of the beach in the park area. Its construction
was not en tirely a response to wave·erosion
problems but in part to people walking on
the dune face and causing renewed acti vi ty

Figure 27. Netarts Spit Q/ld inlet to
Netarts Bay with Cape Lookout in btlck·
grolmd. Ma rch 1978. Oregon State High.
way Dep!lrtment "hOlo.
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of sand movement by winds. Therefore, the
sudden and dramatic erosion during the 1982·
83 EI Nino came as a surprise. Being one
of the small es t of the littoral cells on the
coast the pocket beach within the Netarts
cell underwent a marked reorientation due
to the southwest approach of waves during
the El Nino. This depleted the beach of sand
im mediately to the north of Cape Lookout,
leading to erosion of th e low·lying sea cliffs
and sa nd du nes in that area. Howe ver. of
more lasting significance is that much of the
sand transported northward along the beac h
was apparen tly swept through the tida l inlet
into Netarts Bay. and perhaps some to the
offshore. This effectively removed tJ:le sand
from the nearshore wne, leavi ng the beach
depleted in sand volu mes and thus less able
to act as a buffer between park properties
and stonn·erosion processes. Because of this,
erosion problems on Netarts Spit have been
endemic in recent years and have cont inued
eve n thou gh the direct processes of the 1982·
83 EI Nino ha ve ceased.
The occu rrence of rip currents and stonn
waves have been the chief agents of erosion
on Netans Spit. These cu t back the beach
in the park area so that much of it wasco\'ered
by ell posed cobbles rather than sand (Rgure
28). The seawall was destroyed. so that erosion
of park lands became substantial. The placement of riprap in order to prevent additional
losses of park lands was considered. However,
in subsequent winters the rip curren ts could
be posi tioned in other areas along the spi t.

Figure 28. Progressil'e erosion of Cape
Lookout State Park followillg the /982·83
El Nino. (upper) Destmction oflog bulkhead
and initiation ofdlll/e erosiO/rdr/ring October
1984. (lower) Erosion during wifller of 1988.
leal'in8 (I btach cotlllJOsed of cobbles and
gral'el rather 11101/ salld. lind I·beams of log
bulkhead at mid·beach. From Komar and
others (/988).

causing erosion there. The more fundamental
problem is the depleted vol ume o f sand on
the beach. To solve th is, State Parks officials
have considered a beach nourishment project,
the placement on the beach of sand brought
in fro m so me other location. Sand nouri sh·
me nt woul d re store the beach along its full
length, both in its ability to act as a buffer
and in its recreational uses. Possible sources
of sand for such a nourishment projec t mi ght
come from the yearly dredgi ng by the CotpS
of Engineers within Tillamook Bay or in the
Columbia Ri ver. A more logical source wou ld
be from dredging sandy shoals in Netarts Bay
in that this would in effect return sand to
the beach which had been swe pt into the bay,
some of it during the 1982-83 EI Nino. An
associated positive effect would be the res·
torat ion of the bay itself. which has undergone
considerable shoaling. However. Netarts Bay
contains many acres of protected wetlands
and has the highest diversity of clam species
of any Oregon estuary. Accordingly, dredging
and sa nd removal would have to bebalanced
against the probable negative impacts of such
operations in the bay.

PROCESSES AN D PATIERNS OF
St: A-CU FF EROSION
The erosio n of sea cliffs is a significant
proble m along ma ny of the world's coastlines. including Oregon (cover photo, upper
right). Mos t commu nities of the Oregon coast
are built on uplifted marine terraces or on
all uvial slopes e manat ing from the nearby
Coast Ran ge. These ele vated lands are subject
to erosion along their ocean margins wi th
the fonnation o f cliffs. State lands are also
being lost as cliff erosion occurs in coastal
parks and affec ts state highways.
Considering the elltent and importance of
sea-cliff erosion. it is surpri sing how few
studies have focused on this problem, at least
in comparison with beach·erosion problems
and processes. Part of the reason for this
is the inhere nt difficulty in accounting for
the multitude o f factors that can be involved
in cliff erosion (R gure 29). One of the roost
problematic aspects is the cliff itself. its rna·
terial composi tion and structure. the laller
including bedding stratification (horizontal
or dippin g). and the presence of join ts and
faults. These factors are important in deter·
mining whether th e cliff retreat takes the fonn
of abrupt large·scale landslidi ng or the more
co nti nuous failure of small portions of the
cliff face. The processes of cliff attack are
also complclI. The retreat may be pri mari ly
caused by groundwater seepage and direct
rain wash. with the ocean waves acting only
to remove the accu mulating talus at the base
of the cliff. In other locations, the wa ves
playa more ac ti ve role, directly attack ing
the cliff and cutting awa y its base.
Only limited slUdy has been de voted specificall y to cliff erosio n alon g the Oregon
coast. The earliest work ellamined the oc·
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OTHER FACTORS
,.
2.
3.
4.
5.

rain wash on clift lace
ground-wal8r flow and pore pressures
vegetation cover
burrowing by rodents, etc.
people
walking on cliff and talus
carving graffiti on cliff face
watering Lawns

culverts,etc.
protective structures (sea walls,.etc.)

OCEAN FACTORS
1. waves
heights and periods (energy or energy flux)
approach angle (lOngshore currents and littoral drift)
set-up and run-up
2. cell circulation with rip currents
3. tidal variations
4. storm surge
5. sea level (seasonal and long-term net changes)

1. co"1'Osition

"hardness· (e.g., compressive strength)
lalusproduction
source of beach sediments
2. layering (bedding), joints. and faults
3. inclination of rock layers
4. height and slope of clift face

BEACH FACTORS
1. volume of beach sediments (buffering ability)
2. composition and grain size
control on beach morphology
sand "blasting"
3. presence of drift logs

Figure 29. Schematic diagram illustrating the many factors and processes involved
in sea-cliff erosion.
currence of major landslides and documented
the importance of factors such as rainfall intensity and rock jointing and bedding (Byrne,
1963, 1964; North and Byrne, 1965). Little
information is available on the long-term erosion rates of sea cliffs not affected by major
landslides. Stembridge (1975) compared two
sequences of aerial photographs (1939 and
1971) to estimate erosion rates, but his analysis was limited to only a few areas along
the coast and yielded rough estimates oflongterm changes. In a more detailed study but
limited to Lincoln County, Smith (1978) also
used aerial photographs to document average
cliff-erosion rates. Both studies revealed a
considerable degree of variability along even
short distances of the coast. They also recognized the episodic nature of the cliff erosion processes.
Our ongoing Sea Grant research is focusing on the patterns and processes of cliff erosion along the Oregon coast. This work has
examined the tectonic controls on the spatial
variability of cliff erosion along the full length
of the coast, beach-process factors in cliff retreat within more limited stretches of shore,
erosion/management issues at specific locations, and the impacts of engineering structures (Komar and McDougal, 1988; Sayre and
Komar, 1988; Komar and others, 1991;Komar
and Shih, 1991).
Our research has confirmed that sea-cliff
erosion is highly variable along the Oregon
coast but suggests that the patterns are systematic and depend in part on the tectonic
uplift versus global sea-level rise (Figure 3).
The north-central portion of the coast, including the areas of Newport and Lincoln City,
is experiencing some relative sea-level rise,
while further north toward Cannon Beach and
south of Coos Bay, the tectonic uplift has

exceeded the rate of sea-level rise, at least
within historic times. There is a rough firstorder parallelism between the extent of cliff
erosion and relative sea-level changes, with
greater amounts of erosion occurring in the
Lincoln City area of the central coast (Komar
and Shih, 1991).
Of particular interest is the minimal erosion
within historic times of sea cliffs in the Cannon
Beach and Bandon areas. What little cliff retreat
exists is associated with ground-water seepage,
whereas direct wave attack of cliffs backing
the beach accounts for little or no erosion. Yet
the steepness of the cliff and its alongshore
uniformity without appreciable degradation by
subaerial processes suggest that the cliff has
experienced wave erosion in the not-too-distant
past. This condition is more evident at Bandon
on the south coast, where, in addition to the
steep cliffbacking the beach, a number of stacks
exist in the immediate offshore, many having
flat tops that continue the level of the marine
terrace (Komar and others, 1991). Our interpretation of both the Cannon Beach and Bandon
areas is that cliff erosion was initiated following
the last major subduction earthquake 300 years
ago, art event that likely resulted in the abrupt
subsidence of those areas. However, the subsequent aseismic uplift has progressively diminished the cliff erosion to the point where
it has essentially ceased at Cannon Beach and
Bandon. The central coast around Lincoln City
likely also experienced subsidence followed by
uplift, but its rates of uplift have been insufficient, relative to rising sea level, to halt continued cliff erosion.
Such tectonic/sea-level controls of cliff
erosion along the Oregon coast can be viewed
as a first -order pattern or trend. Superimposed
on this coastwide variability are more local
processes that can be viewed as second-order
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factors. Most important is the size of the
beach, since it governs the ability of the beach
to act as a buffer between the sea cliffs and
the eroding processes of waves and nearshore
currents. That size varies from one littoral
cell to another, the stretches of beach isolated
by rocky headlands. For example, the beach
extending north from Yaquina Head to Otter
Rock and Cape Foulweather, the Beverly
Beach littoral cell, does not offer adequate
buffer protection, and as a result the sea cliffs
backing this beach have undergone significant retreat (though still at low rates when
compared with other coastlines). Its limited
buffering capacity is evident in our ongoing
measurements of wave run-up (Shih, unpublished data). The objective is to document
the frequency with which waves reach the
talus and base of the sea cliff and the intensity
of the swash run-up when it does so; videoanalysis techniques are being employed to
record the run-up. Measurements have established that the swash of waves frequently
reaches the cliff base in the Beverly Beach
cell but rarely in the other cells. Beach surveys show that this is due to the low elevations of the beach profile with respect
to mean sea level and high-tide elevations.
Of partiCUlar interest in our study of seacliff erosion has been the littoral cell containing Lincoln City and Gleneden Beach,
extending north from Government Point (Depoe Bay) to Cascade Head. This cell is of
interest due in part to the extensive development along this stretch of coast and the
associated management problems. In addition,
one unusual feature enhances its scientific interest: there are marked longshore variations
in the coarseness of beach sands, and this
produces longshore changes in beach morphology, in the nearshore processes, and in
the resulting factors important to cliff erosion.
We have completed a detailed study of the
changing grain-size distributions from beachsand samples collected along the full length
of this cell (Shih, unpublished data). Our analyses show that the longshore variations in
grain sizes are produced by the relative proportions of discrete grain-size modes within
the overall sand-size distributions. We have
succeeded in tracing these individual modes
back to specific areas of the eroding sea cliffs.
Of interest are (I) the longshore movements
and mixing of these grain-size modes, and
(2) questions as to why the mixing processes
of the nearshore have not succeeded in homogenizing the beach sands to eliminate longshore variations. However, the overall effect
of this longshore sorting is that the beaches
toward the central to south part of the cell
are coarsest; this includes the beaches fronting
Siletz Spit and the community of Gleneden
Beach. Sand sizes decrease somewhat toward
the south but particularly toward the north,
where the sand is finest in the Roads End
area of Lincoln City. The effects on the beach
morphology are significant, with the coarse-
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grained beach at Gleneden being a steep "reflective" beach for most of the year while
the beach at Roads End has a low slope and
is highly "dissipative" of the waves as they
cross the wide surf zone.
Beach profiles have been obtained from
eleven stations spaced at roughly even intervals along the length of the Lincoln City
littoral cell in order to document the beach
morphologies and how they change with sediment sizes. Furthennore, high-density profiling has been undertaken at approximately
monthly intervals for over a year at Gleneden
Beach State Park (reflective beach) and at
the 21st Street beach access at the northern
end of Lincoln City (dissipative beach). This
high -den sity profiling permits generation of
detailed topographic maps of the beach and
more accurate analyses of seasonal changes.
Of particular interest in thi s series of profiles
is the contrast in the response of the reflect ive
and dissipative beaches to winter stonns and
the detennination of whether they offer different degrees of buffering protection for the
sea cliffs. The results document that the profile changes and the accompanying quantities
of cross-shore sediment transport are much
greater on the coarse-grained reflect ive beach
(Gleneden Beach) than on the finer grained
dissipative beach at the north end of the littoral cell. The rates of change as well as
total quantities of sand moved under a given
storm are larger on the steep reflective beach.
This makes the reflective beach a weake r
buffer from wave attack. and cliff erosion
is therefore more active than in the area where
the cliff is fronted by a fine-grained dissipative beach. In addition. we have found that
the development of rip-current embayments
is extremely important on the reflective beach
and largely controls the locations of maximum episodic cliff erosion. The process is
simi lar to that described earlier for the erosion
of Siletz Spit. immediately north of Gleneden
Beach. which is also fronted by a reflective
beach (Figure 18). Ground observations and
aerial photographs show that rip currents on
steep reflective beaches tend to cut narrow.
deep embayments. so they playa significa nt
role in controlling the erosion impact along
the sa nd spit and also in the the sea-cliff
areas. In contrast. rip-current embayments on
the di ssipative beaches of north Lincoln City
and elsewhere on the coast are broader in
their longshore extents. but they do not cut
as deeply through the beac h benn.
Bluff retreat in north Lincoln City. behind the dissipative beach, depends mainly
on subae rial processes of rainfall against
the cliff face and ground-wate r seepage.
People have also had a significant impact;
in some places their carvi ng graffiti on the
cliff face is the dominant factor in bluff
retreat (Figure 30). The loosened material
accumulates as talus at the base of the cliff.
That accumu lation can continue for several
years. until it is removed by wave action
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Figure 30. Retreat of bluff in lincoln City
caused by children carving graffiti allli digging caves.
during an unusually severe sto rm accompanied by high-tide levels. There i.s little
direct wave attack on the cliff and no evidence of undercutting. However. once the
talus has been removed by waves. sloughing of the cliff surface acce lerates so that
a new mass of talus quickly forms.
Landsliding has been a problem at some
locations along the Oregon coast. This is particularly the case where Tertiary marine formations are included in the sea cliff (cover
photo. lower left). since their muddy consistency makes them particularly susceptible
to sliding. Furthermore. it has been estimated
that these units dip seaward along more than
half of the northern Oregon coast (Byrne.
1%4: North and Byrne, 1965). a geometry
wh ich also contributes to their instability. In
some cases this instability results in the slow
mass movement of the cliff material towa rd
the sea. amounting to only a few tens of
centimeters per year. Although the movement
is slow. il thoroughly disrupts the land mass
and any attempts to place developments on
the site. Other landsliding involves the wholescale movement of large masses at more rapid
rates. Best known is the infamous Jump-Off
Joe area of Newport. In 1942. a large landslide
developed in the bluff, carrying more than
a dozen homes to their destruction (Sayre
and Komar. 1988). In spite of the area's continued slu mping. in 1982 acondominium was
built on a small rem nant of bluff adjacent
to the major slide. Within three years. slope
retreat had caused the foundation to fail (Figure 3 1). and the unfinished structure had to
be destroyed by the city.

SUMMARY
The Oregon coast is renowned for the
intensity of its wave conditions. The winter
storms commonly generate individual waves
having heights of 40-50 ft. with a 95-ft record
height. Such stonn waves deliver a tremendous amount of energy to our coast, cutting
back beaches and attacking coastal properties. They are assisted by rip currents that
locally erode embayments into the beach. as
well as tides and other processes that elevate
water levels in the nearshore. In addition to
these natural processes, people have contributed to the erosion. ranging from a child carving his name on the face of a sea cliff to

Figure 31. Construction (above) and destruction (below) of condominium built in
1982 and small rerllllllnt of marine terrace
at Jump-Off Joe. From Sayre and Komar
(/988).
the Corps of Engineers constructing a jetty
at the inlet to Tillamoo k Bay.
The Oregon coaS! has had its share of erosion problems. Most dramatic has been the
impact on sand spi ts; several case studies have
been sum marized in this paper. Though less
dramatic. the cumu lative erosion of sea cliffs
has affected a number of coastal communi ties
as well as parklands and highways. However,
the Oregon coast has actually suffered rel atively few erosion impacts leading to major
property losses, at least in comparison with
most other coastal states. This is in part due
to its physical setting. The coast consists of
a series of pocket beaches or littoral cells
separated by rocky headlands or more extensive stretches of roc ky shore. In each cell
there is a seasonal reversal in the direction
of longshore sand transport. but with a longterm net drift that is essentially zero. As a
result. the construction of jetties on the Oregon
coast has caused only a local rearrangement
of beach sands and adj ustments of the shorelines with no lasting major impacts. (The one
exception was Bayocean Spit, due to the construc tion of one jetty rather than two.) This
contrasts with most U.S. shorelines. where
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jetty and breakwater construction has blocked
a net littoral drift and severely eroded the
downdrift beaches and communities.
The tectonic setting of the Oregon coast
is also important in limiting its erosion. Most
important is the tectonic uplift that presently
exceeds the global rise in sea level over much
of the coast, while it minimizes the transgression of the sea in other areas. Unlike the east
and Gulf coasts of the U.S., where the transgression has resulted in substantial landward
migrations of the shoreline and property losses,
erosion of Oregon's sandy shores is cyclical
with minimal net loss. This was first noted
on Siletz Spit, where an episode of erosion
cutting into the foredunes was followed by
a decade of accretion so that the dunes built
back out to their former extent. An extreme
example was noted on Nestucca Spit, where
an extensive mound of riprap placed during
erosion in 1978 is now covered by dune sands
that are blowing inland, inundating houses.
Similarly, the tectonic uplift has resulted in
low rates of cliff recession, much smaller than
documented in other coastal areas.
This may change in the future. There is
the potential for accelerated rates of sea-level
rise due to greenhouse warming that could
exceed the tectonic rise and bring about more
extensive erosion. Although the impact would
be smaller and come later than along the lowrelief and subsiding coastal states, it is important that potential increases in sea level
enter into management considerations for the
Oregon coast. More ominous is the possibility
that an extreme earthquake will occur on the
Northwest coast. In addition to the immediate
impacts of the ground shaking and the generation of a tsunami, the abrupt subsidence
of portions of the coast will initiate extensive
erosion in areas that have not suffered from
wave attack within historic times. The implications of this scenario for coastal planning
are staggering, yet the decisions are not simple
ones. As discussed above, it has been estimated that catastrophic earthquakes and landlevel changes have occurred at least six times
in the past 4,000 years, at intervals ranging
from 300 to 1,000 years. The last recorded
event took place about 300 years ago, so we
are clearly itt the window of potential for
another event. At some stage, and preferably
sooner than later, coastal management decisions need to be made that reflect this potentially extreme hazard. In the mean time,
we have to reflect on the wisdom of developing low-lying areas and the edges of ocean
cliffs along the coast.
In developing the Oregon coast, we have
made numerous mistakes that have placed
homes and condominiums in the path of erosion. Development has been permitted in
foredunes of sand spits immediately backing
the beach, along the edges of precipitous
sea cliffs, and even in the area of the active
Jump-Off Joe landslide. Such unwise developments and the accompanying prolif-

eration of seawalls and riprap revetments
have progressively degraded the qualities of
the Oregon coast that we cherish.
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MINERAL EXPLORATION ACTIVITY

M AJOR M I NE R A L E X PLORAT I ON ACTI V ITY (continue d )

MAJ OR MINERAL EXPLORATION ACTIVITY
Coo nly.
date
Baker

1990
Baker
1991
Baker
1991
Baker

199 1
Baker

1991
Baker
1991
Baker

1991
Baker
1992

Coo;
1991

C",,'
"
1988
Cmnl
1991
Grant
1991
Gram
1992
Harney
1990
Hamey
199 1
Hamey
1991

Hamey
199'·
Jackson
1991·
Jefferson
1991

L""
1988
Lake
1990

L""
1991
Lincoln
1991
Linn
1991
Linn
1991
Malhcur

1988
Malhcur
1988
Malheur

1988
Malheur
1988
Malheur

1989
Malheur
1990

2.

Project name,
company

Proj~t

location

Cracker C=k Mine
Bourne Mining Corp.
Aurora Ridge
Western Cons. Mines
Cave Creck

T. 8 S.

Nerco Exploration
Gold Hill
GolCQrlda Resources
Gold Powder
Kenne.::ott ExpL Co.
Gold Ridge Mine
Golcooda Resources
Lower Granview
Earth Search Sciences
Pol e Creek
Placer [)Qmc U.S.
Seven Devils

R. 42 E.
T. 12 S.

R. 37 E.
T. 10 S.
Rs. 35.5, 36
Tps. 11. 12 S.

R. 43 E.
Tps. 9. 10 S.
Rs. 41. 42 E.
T. 12 S.
R. 43 E.
T. 14 S.
R. 37 E.
T. 13 S.

R. 36 E.

Tps. 2, 7 S.
Oreg. Resources COI'p. R. 4 W.
Bear Creek
Tps. 18. 19 S.
Independence Mining
R. 18 E.
Buffa lo Mine
T. 8 S.
American Amex
R. 35'A. E.
T. 13 S.
Canyon Mtn .
Cammtex International R. 32 E.
T. 12 S.
Standard Mine
R. 33 E.
Bear Paw Mining
T. 20 S.
Pin e Creek
Banie Mtn. Exploratn. R. 34 E.
T. 24 S.
Buck Mln.-Nonh
R. 36 E.
Tec k Resources. Inc.
Tps. 3. 9 S.
Aagstaff Bune
R. 37 E.
Notanda Explorat ion
T. 28 S.
Adobe Flat
R. 34 E.
Phelps Dodge
T. 3[ S.
AI Sarcna Project
Fischer-Wan Gold Co. R. 2 E.
Red Jacket
Tps. 9. 10 S.
R. 17 E.
Bond Gold
T. 37 S.
Quart z Mountain
Wavecrest Resources. R. 16 E.
Tps. 23. 24 S.
Glass Bune
Galactic Services
R. 23 E.
T. 37 S.
8th Drilling Series
Wavecrest Resourees
R. 17 E.
Iron Mtn . Quarry
T. 10 S.
Oreg. SI. Highw. Div. R. II W.
Hogs Rock
T. [3 S.
Oreg. SI. Highw. Div. R. 7'1l E.
Qu artlvil1e
T. II S.
R. 4 E.
Placer Dome U.S.
Grassy Mountain
T. 22 S.
Atlas Precious Metals R. 44 E.
Harper Basi n Project
T. 2 [ S.
Amer. Copper & Nickel R. 42 E.
Je ssie Page
T. 25 S.
R. 43 E.
Chevron Resources
Kerby
T. 15 S.
R. 45 E.
Malheur Mining
Hope Bune
T. 17 S.
Chevron Resources
R. 43 E.
AlilAlk
T. 17 S.
Atlas Preciou s Metal s R. 45 E.

Metal Status
Gold

Expl

Pre,.

Expl

Metal s
Gold

App

Gold

App

Go ld

Gold
Gold
Gold.
silver
Gold

App

Gold

Expl
rom
Expl

Gold

App

Gold

Expl

Gold.
ro"""
Gold

Expl

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

Expl

Gold

Expl

Gold

Expl

Basalt

App

Rock

App

Gold,
si lver
Gold

App

Gold

Expl.
rom
Expl

Gold

Expl

Gold

Expl,
rom
Expl.
rom
Expl

Gold
Gold

Cou nly,
d ate

Project name,
com pany

Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheur
1990
Malheu r
1990
Malheur
1991
Malheur
1991
Malheur
1991
Mal heur
1991
Malheur
1991
Mal he ur
1991
Malheur
1991
Malheur
1991
Malheur
1991
Malhe ur
1991
Marion
1990

Calavera
NERCO Exploration
Cow Valley Bulte
Cambi ex USA. Inc.
Freeleout
Western Mining Corp.
Goldfinger Site
Noranda Exploration
Grassy MIn . Regional
Atlas Precious Mctals
RRB

Proj ect
location
21
45
14
40
23
R. 42
T. 25
R. 45
T. 22
R. 44
T. 25

T.
R.
T.
R.
T.

S.
E.
S.
E.
S.

E.
S.
E.
S.

Meta l Status
Gold

""pi

Gold
Gold

Expl

Gold

Expl

Gold

Expl

Gold

App

, Gold

App

Gold

Expl

Gold

Expl

E.

S.

Placer Dome U.S.
R. 43 E.
T. 26 S.
Mahogany Projl'!Ct
Chevron Resourccs
R. 46 E.
T. 13 S.
Racey Project
R. 41 E.
lean Mineral s. ltd.
Sand Hollow
T. 24 S.
R. 43 E.
Noranda Exploration
T. 26 S.
Stockade Mountain
BHP-Utah Internatl.
Rs. 38. 39 E.
Tps. 25. 26 S.
Stockade Project
Phelps Dodge Mining R. 38 E.
T. 25 S.
Ban nock
At las Precious Metals R. 45 E.
T. 20 S.
Big Red
R. 44 E.
Ron Johnson
T. 15 S.
Birch Creek
Ronald Willden
R. 44 E.
T. 24 S
Buck Min.-Sou th
R. 37 E.
Tec k Resources. Inc.
T. 21 S.
Deer Bulte
Atlas Pred ous Metal s R. 45 E.
Harper Basin
T. 2 I S.
Atlas Precious Metal s R. 42 E.
Quanz MIn. Basin
T. 24 S.
R. 43 E.
BHP-U tah Inti .. Inc.
Rhineh ardt Site
Tps. 18. 19 S.
Atlas Precious Metals R. 45 E.
Tps. 21. 22 S.
Sagebrush Gulch
Ke nnecon Exploration R. 44
White Mountain D.E. T. 18 S.
R. 41 E.
White MIn. Mining
Bornite Project
T. 8 S.
R. 3 E.
Plexu s Rcsources

GoIO
Gold

ExpJ

Gold

App

Gold

Expl

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

App

Gold

bpi

Gold

App

Diatom s
Copper

App
App
rom

Explanations: App-application be ing processed. Expl=Exploration permit
issued. Vcg=Vegctation permit. Com=lnteragcn cy coordinating commillee
formed. baseline dala collection starled. Oate= Date applicalion was received or permit issued. -"New site

Regulatory Issues
Final rules implementing the major legislation affecting the
permit procedure for heap-leach mini ng have been adopted by
the Department of Geology and Mineral Industries. Hearings have
beel1 held for the related rules that are bei ng wrillen by the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). the Water Resources
Department (WRD), and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). A doption of the rules by DEQ. WRD. and ODFW
was scheduled for their respeclive commissions in December.

Questions or comments should be directed to Gary Lynch or
Allen Throop in [he Mined Land Reclamation Office of the Oregon
Department ofOeology and Minerai indu suie s, 1534 Queen Avenue
SE. Albany. O R 9732 1. telephone (503) 967-2039. 0
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Significant Oregon earthquakes in 1991
The months of October, November, and December all saw Oregonians feeling the earth shake restlessly beneath them. In October,
some residents in the Portland area felt the largest two tremors
of a swarm numbering over ten. The swarm occurred during the
period October 17-21, 1991. The felt earthquakes occurred on October 17 and October 20 and were assigned magnitudes of 3.1
and 3.0, respectively. The epicenters were in the same area as
the July 22 swarm of earthquakes previously reported in Oregon
Geology (September issue, p. 127). While this concentration of
activity is very intriguing, nothing conclusive can be said about
its significance. An interesting sidelight to the latest swarm is the
fact that it began on the anniversary of the 1989 Loma Prieta
("World Series") earthquake and during the airing of a DOGAMIassisted television show on local earthquake hazards. As it was,
the timing and strength were not good enough to shake the camera
during alive shot.
On November 27,1991, at 5:09 p.m., a magnitude-4 earthquake
(3.9 Wood-Anderson, 4.2 average coda) occurred at lat 45°59.43'N.,
long 118° I 8.29'W., which is northeast of Milton-Freewater in Umatilla County. At least 15 aftershocks were recorded from this event,
the largest being magnitude 2. The earthquake was felt in Milton-Freewater and, in the State of Washington, in Walla Walla,
Waitsburg, and Dayton. No damage was reported.
On December 15, 1991, at 2:14 p.m., another earthquake occurred near Milton-Freewater. This earthquake registered a magnitude of 3.3 (coda magnitude). It was located at lat 46°01.16'N.,
long 118°19.63'W., which is northwest of where the November
event was located and just across the border into Washington.
The December 15th earthquake was accompanied by two foreshocks
and four aftershocks, all less than magnitude 2. 0

New geologic map of Portland
quadrangle released
The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
(DOGAMI) has released a new geologic map of the Portland
7V2-minute quadrangle, which includes the central and northern
portions of the Portland metropolitan area. The map is part
of a mapping project intended to serve as an important basic
tool for earthquake-hazard mitigation.
Geologic map of the Portland quadrangle, Multnomah
and Washington Counties, Oregon, and Clark County, Washington, by M.H. Beeson, T.L. Tolan, and I.P. Madin. DOGAMI
Geological Map Series GMS-75, full-color map, scale 1:24,000.
Price $7.
The new map is printed on a sheet approximately 27 by 40
inches in size~' The geology of the quadrangle is shown with about
20 differentiated bedrock and surficial rock units and their structural
relationships, both on the map and on two accompanying cross
sections. The structure of the Portland Hills area in the quadrangle
is discussed briefly in a special text section.
This map was produced and published as part of an earthquake-hazard study in the Portland metropolitan area and funded
in part by the U.S. Geological Survey and the National Earthquake
Hazard Reduction Program. It represents the second full-color
geologic quadrangle map of the project. A map of the Lake Oswego
quadrangle, which lies adjacent to the south, was released in
1989 as GMS-59. Both maps are now available at the Oregon
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, 910 State Office
Building, 1400 SW Fifth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97201-5528.
The price is $7. Orders may be charged to credit cards by mail,
FAX, or phone. FAX number is (503) 229-5639. Orders under
$50 require prepayment except for credit-card orders. 0
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Haggerty-Foster joins DOGAMI
Governing Board
Jacqueline G. Haggerty-Foster of Pendleton has been appointed
by Governor Barbara Roberts and confirmed by the Oregon Senate
for a four-year tenTI as member of the Governing Board of the
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI).
Haggerty-Foster takes the place of Sidney R. Johnson of Baker
City, whose term expired. She is currently legal counsel to Umatilla
County. From 1985 to 1987, she was an assistant legal counsel
and land-use hearing officer for Marion County. Prior to that, she
served as a hearings officer with the Oregon Department of Revenue.
She holds degrees from Washington State University (B.A.) and
the Willamette University School of Law (J.D.).
Serving with Haggerty-Foster on the three-member board are
Ronald K. Culbertson of Myrtle Creek, president of the South Umpqua State Bank in Roseburg and current chair, and John W. Stephens
of the Portland law firm Esler, Stephens, and Buckley. 0

OAS to hold 50th meeting
The bench mark fiftieth annual meeting of the Oregon Academy
of Science (OAS) is scheduled for Saturday, February 22, 1992,
at Willamette University in Salem, Oregon.
The meeting is also considered a "warmup" for the annual
meeting of the Geological Society of America, Cordilleran Section,
to be held this year in Eugene on May 11-13.
Program plans for the OAS meeting include a new session
on environment-related topics in addition to traditional geologic
presentations. A preliminary program is to be released during
February.
Contact person for further information on program details, papers, or abstracts is Michael Cummings, Department of Geology,
Portland State University, Box 751, Portland, OR 97207, phone
-OAS release
(503) 725-3022.

Placer task force releases final report,
declares duties completed
The Oregon Placer Minerals Technical Task Force has announced
the release of its final technical report detailing the results of minerai-resource and environmental investigations conducted during
1990-91. The task force met in Newport, Oregon, on October
10, 1991, to consider the new information and make recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior and the Governor of Oregon.
Don Hull, State Geologist and a task force cochair, said the
group had fulfilled its duties and should be disbanded. "The study
failed to show any rich or unique mineral resources offshore southern
Oregon that would justify further resource effort at this time, but
we are recommending that the biological studies be continued under
other existing programs," he said.
After making a preliminary examination of existing data, the
group had commissioned a geological and biological reconnaissance of areas offshore Cape Blanco and the mouth of the Rogue
River. A research cruise was conducted in September and October,
1990, and the resulting samples and data were analyzed during
much of 1991.
The mineral reconnaissance found all mineral concentrations
to be subeconomic-except for those of titanium in samples
taken off Cape Blanco. Still, according to task force cochair
Lisle Reed of the Minerals Management Service, "Three percent
titanium is only equivalent to that in marginally attractive landbased resources."
The biological sampling demonstrated a diversity of habitat
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and the presence of fish and invertebrate communities that are
similar to those found in other sand-bottomed areas on the Oregon
continental shelf.
The task force was established in September 1988 to study
the economic and environmental aspects of the possible development of offshore "black sand" deposits off southern Oregon.
Federal agencies with membership in the task force were the Minerals Management Service, the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S.
Bureau of Mines, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. State
membership was through the Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, the Department of Land Conservation and Development,
the Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Division of State Lands,
and the Oregon Coastal Zone Management Association. Advisors
to the task force represented Oregon State University, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Oregon Environmental Council,
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, Goldfields Mining Corporation, and
the University of Mississippi Marine Minerals Technology Center.
The task force's final report is entitled Preliminary Resource
and Environmental Data: Oregon Marine Placer Minerals. The
23 I-page document includes sections on geology/geophysics, mineralogy/geochemistry, mineral processing, environmental geochemistry, and biology and a section with conclusions. It is published
as Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries Open-File
Report 0-91-2 and is now available at the Department, 910 State
Office Building, 1400 SW Fifth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 972015528. The price is $10. Orders may be charged to credit cards
by mail, FAX, or phone. FAX number is (503) 229-5639. Orders
under $50 require prepayment except for credit-card orders.D

USGS offers new publications
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has released the first volumes of a new publication series, the Digital Data Series (DDS).
The data are made available on CD-ROM and intended for use
on DOS-based computer systems. Price will generally be $32.
Currently available are the following:
• DDS-I: National geochemical data base: NURE data for the
conterminous western United States.
• DDS-2: Digital geologic coverage of Nevada.
• DDS-4: I:2,OOO,OOO-scale line graph data.
• DDS-5: Aerial photography summary record system (APSRS).
In a more traditional publishing manner, the USGS has released a new special map of the National Wild and Scenic
River System (identification number US-5664). Printed on both
sides, the 28x42-inch map sheet shows major streams in blue
and their wild and scenic river segments in red-for the 48
contiguous states on one side and for Alaska on the other.
Additional color photographs show rafters on the Selway
River in Idaho, and scenes of the Allagash River in Maine,
Charley River in Alaska, Delaware River in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, Merced River in California, Missouri River in
Montana, St. Croix River in Wisconsin, and Salmon River
in Oregon.
The 123 rivers in 33 states that are shown included in the
wild and scenic river system represent the status as December
1990. Oregon with 42 and Alaska with 25 have more than half
the rivers in the system. Only 23 of the rivers are east of the
Rocky Mountains.
The map sells for $4.50. On mail orders for less than $10,
an additional $1 must be added for postage and handling.
The USGS sells these publications at its Map Distribution
Center, Box 25286, Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225, and
over the counter at USGS Earth Science Information Centers
in cities such as Anchorage, Alaska; Menlo Park and San Francisco, California; Spokane, Washington; and-coming soonPortland, Oregon. D
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AIPG invites to meeting in Nevada
The American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG) is
sponsoring a symposium, open to all geologists, on "Geologic
Reason, a Basis for Decisions Affecting Society." It is to be held
in conjunction with the AIPG 1992 annual meeting on September
27-30, 1992, at Caesar's Tahoe Hotel and Convention Center in
Lake Tahoe, Nevada.
For the technical sessions, posters are invited on the following
subjects: (1) modeling geologic phenomena, (2) the role of the
geologist in predicting earthquakes, (3) the role of the geologist
in cleaning up wastes, (4) environmental hazards-from asbestos
to radon, and (5) management of federal lands.
Further information is available from Jon Price, Nevada Bureau
of Mines and Geology, M.S. 178, University of Nevada, Reno,
NV 89557-0088, phone (702) 784-6691, FAX (702) 784-1709.
,
-AIPG release

GHC offers second edition of guidebook
The Geo-Heat Center (GHC) of the Oregon Institute of Technology announces the release of the second edition of its direct-use
guidebook:
•
Geothermal Direct Use Engineering and Design Guidebook, 445 p., $25 hard cover, $20 soft cover. Foreign orders
add $3 for surface mail or $15 for air mail. Available from
Geo-Heat Center, Oregon Institute of Technology, 3201 Campus
Drive, Klamath Falls, OR 97601, phone (503) 885-1750.
The revised and updated Guidebook was prepared for the U.S.
Department of Energy. It is the product of a cooperative effort
by the Oregon Institute of Technology, the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, the University of Utah Research Institute,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Radian Corporation, and
the Washington State Energy Office.
Engineers and developers will find the Guidebook an important
source of technical information on low- and moderate-temperature
(100 0 to 300 OF) geothermal applications and equipment. Chapters
cover exploration, well drilling, space heating and cooling, greenhouse heating, aquaCUlture, industrial processes, economics, regulations, and environmental aspects.
-GHC release

Laterite and bauxite analyses for gold
and 29 other elements
now open to public
The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
(DOGAMI) has released analytical data on Department samples
that were analyzed by a private exploration company. The data
are now available to the public after expiration of the statutory
period of confidentiality.
A report consisting of fi ve pages of analytical data and a one-page
summary of analytical procedures was compiled by G.L. Baxter
and contains analyses for 30 elements, including gold, of 181
laterite and bauxite samples.
Most of the samples (145) had been collected by Department
staff during the mid-I 970s for a study of nickel in Oregon (DOGAMI
Miscellaneous Paper 20) and were re-analyzed now. The other
36 laterite and bauxite samples had been collected in the 1940s
and 1950s. A separate list provides locality information for some
samples that had not been included in the nickel study. The data
are of major interest for gold exploration.
To obtain a copy of the data, contact Gary L. Baxter at the
DOGAMI Portland office (see address on page 2 of this issue).o
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AVAILABLE PUBLICATIONS
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND MINERAL INDUSTRIES
GEOLOGICAL MAP SERIES
GMS-4
GMS-5
GMS-6
GMS-8
GMS-9
GMS-10
GMS-12
GMS-13
GMS-14
GMS-15
GMS-16
GMS-17
GMS-18
GMS-19
GMS-20
GMS-21
GMS-22
GMS-23
GMS-24
GMS-25
GMS-26
GMS-27
GMS-28
GMS-29
GMS-30
GMS-31
GMS-32
GMS-33
GMS-34
GMS-35
GMS-36
GMS-37
GMS-38
GMS-39
GMS-40
GMS-41
GMS-42
GMS-43

GMS-44

GMS-45

GMS-46
GMS-47
GMS-48
GMS-49
GMS-50
GMS-51

Price -J

Oregon gravity maps, onshore and offshore. 1967
4.00
Powers 15-minute quadrangle, Coos and Curry Counties. 1971 4.00
Part of Snake River canyon. 1974
8.00
Complete Bouguer gravity anomaly map, central Ca,cade
Mountain Range. 1978 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4.00
Total-field aeromagnetic anomaly map, central Cascade
Mountain Range. 1978 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4.00
Low- to intermediate-temperature thermal springs and wells in
Oregon. 1978 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4.00
Oregon part of the Mineral 15-minute quadrangle, Baker
County. 1978 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4.00
Huntington and parts of Olds Ferry 15-minute quadrangles,
Baker and Malheur Counties. 1979 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4.00
Index to published geologic mapping in Oregon, 1898-1979.
1981 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 8.00
Free-air gravity anomaly map and complete Bouguer gravity
anomaly map, north Cascades, Oregon. 1981
4.00
Free-air gravity and complete Bouguer gravity anomaly maps,
southern Cascades, Oregon. 1981
4.00
Total-field aeromagnetic anomaly map, southern Cascades,
Oregon. 1981
4.00
Rickreall, Salem West, Monmouth, and Sidney 7 lf2-minute
6.00
quadrangles, Marion and Polk Counties. 1981
Bourne 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Baker County. 1982
6.00
S!i, Burns 15-minute quadrangle, Harney County. 1982 _ _ _ 6.00
Vale East 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1982 ___ 6.00
Mount Ireland 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Baker and Grant
Counties. 1982
6.00
Sheridan 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Polk and Yamhill Counties.
1982
6.00
Grand Ronde 7 lh-minute quadrangle, Polk and Yamhill
Counties. 1982
6.00
Granite 7 !i2-minute quadrangle, Grant County. 1982
6.00
Residual gravity, northern, central, and southern Oregon
Cascades. 1982
6.00
Geologic and neotectonic evaluation of north-central Oregon.
7.00
The Dalles I" x 2° quadrangle. 1982
Greenhorn 7 !i2-minute quadrangle, Baker and Grant Counties.
1983
6.00
NE!i4 Bates 15-minute quadrangle, Baker and Grant Counties.
1983
6.00
SE!i4 Pearsoll Peak 15-minute quadrangle, Curry and Josephine
Counties. 1984
7.00
NW!i4 Bates 15-minute quadrangle, Grant County. 1984 _ _ _ 6.00
Wilhoit 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Clackamas and Marion
Counties. 1984
5.00
Scotts Mills 7!i,-minute quadrangle, Clackamas and Marion
Counties. 1984
5.00
Stayton NE 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Marion County. 1984
5.00
SW!i4 Bates 15-minute quadrangle, Grant County. 1984
6.00
Mineral resources of Oregon. 1984
9.00
Mineral resources, offshore Oregon. 1985
7.00
NW!i4 Cave Junction IS-minute quadrangle, Josephine County.
1986
7.00
Bibliography and index, ocean floor and continental margin off
Oregon. 1986 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6.00
Total-field aeromagnetic anomaly maps, Cascade Mountain
Range, northern Oregon. 1985
5.00
Elkhorn Peak 7 'I2-minute quadrangle, Baker County. 1987 _ _ 7.00
Ocean floor off Oregon and adjacent continental margin. 1986 _ 9.00
Eagle Butte and Gateway 7 lh-minute quadrangles, Jefferson
and Wasco Counties. 1987 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5.00
as set with GMS-44 and GMS-45
11.00
Seekseequa Junction and Metolius Bench 7 lf2-minute
quadrangles, Jefferson County. 1987 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5.00
as set with GMS-43 and GMS-45
11.00
Madra, West and Madras East 7 lh-minute quadrangles,
Jefferson County. 1987
5.00
as set with GMS-43 and GMS-44
11.00
Breitenbush River area, Linn and Marion Counties. 1987
7.00
Crescent Mountain area, Linn County. 1987
7.00
McKenzie Bridge IS-minute quadrangle, Lane County. 1988 _ 9.00
Map of Oregon seismicity, 1841-1986. 1987
4.00
Drake Crossing 7 'I2-minute quadrangle. Marion County. 1986 _ 5.00
Elk Prairie 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Marion and Clackamas
Counties. 1986 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5.00

Price

-J

GMS-53 Owyhee Ridge 7'12-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1988 _ 5.00 _ _
GMS-54 Graveyard Point 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Malheur and Owyhee
Counties. 1988
5.00
GMS-55 Owyhee Dam 7 lh-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1989 _ 5.00 _ _
GMS-56 Adrian 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1989
5.00
GMS-57 Grassy Mountain 7!i,-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1989_5.00 _ _
GMS-58 Double Mountain 7'1z-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1989 5.00
GMS-59 Lake Oswego 7 ln-minute quadrangle, Clackamas, Multnomah,
and Washington Counties. 1989
7.00
GMS-61 Mitchell Butte 7'12-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1990 _5.00 _ _
GMS-63 Vines Hill 7'12-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1991 ___ 5.00 _ _
GMS-64 Sheaville 7 lh-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1990 _ _ _ 5.00 _ _
GMS-65 Mahogany Gap 7'12-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1990_5.00 _ _
GMS-67 South Mountain 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Malheur County. 1991 6.00
GMS-68 Reston 7!i2-minute quadrangle, Douglas County. 1990
6.00
GMS-75 Portland 7 'I2-minute quadrangle, Multnomah, Washington, and
Clark Counties. 1991
7.00

BULLETINS

__
__

__

__
__

33 Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon
(1st supplement, 1936-45). 1947 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.00
35 Geology of the Dallas and Valsetz 15-minute quadrangles, Polk
County (map only). Revised 1964~-,-_ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.00
36 Papers on Foraminifera from the Tertiary (v. 2 [parts VII-VIII]
only). 1949 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.00
44 Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon
(2nd supplement, 1946-50). 1953 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.00 _ _
46 Ferruginous bauxite, Salem Hills, Marion County. 1956
4.00
53 Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon
(3rd supplement, 1951-55). 1962 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.00
61 Gold and silver in Oregon. 1968 (reprint)
20.00
65 Proceedings of the Andesite Conference. 1969 _:--:_ _ _ _ _ _ 11.00
67 Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon
(4th supplement, 1956-60). 1970
4.00
71 Geology of lava tubes, Bend area, Deschutes County. 1971 ____ 6.00 _ _
78 Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon
(5th supplement, 1961-70). 1973 _ , -_ _-,-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.00 _ _
81 Environmental geology of Lincoln County. 1973 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10.00
82 Geologic hazards of Bull Run Watershed, Multnomah and
Clackaruas Counties. 1974._ _-::-_-,-_-,----,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8.00
87 Environmental geology, western Coos/Douglas Counties. 1975 _ _ 10.00 _ _
88 Geology and mineral resources, upper Chetco River drainage, Curry
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5.00
89 Geology and mineral resources of Deschutes County. 1976 ____ 8.00 _ _
90 Land use geology of western Curry County. 1976
10.00
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9.00
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93 Geology, mineral resources, and rock material, Curry County. 1977 8.00
94 Land use geology, central Jackson County. 1977
10.00
95 North American ophiolites (IGCP project). 1977
8.00
% Magma genesis. AGU Chapman Conf. on Partial Melting. 1977 __ 15.00 _ _
97 Bibliography of geology and mineral resoures of Oregon
(6th supplement, 1971-75). 1978 -::-_ _---:--:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.00
98 Geologic hazards, eastern Benton County. 1979 ________ 10.00
11.00
99 Geologic hazards of northwestern Clackamas County. 1979
100 Geology and mineral resources of Josephine County. 1979
10.00
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Washington. 1980 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10.00
102 Bibliography of geology and mineral resources of Oregon
(7th supplement, 1976-79). 1981 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5.00
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(8th supplement, 1980-84). 1987 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8.00
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Articles on meteorites (reprints from the Ore Bin). 1968
4.00
Quicksilver deposits in Oregon. 1971
4.00
Geothermal exploration studies in Oregon, 1976. 1977
4.00
Investigations of nickel in Oregon. 1978
6.00
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27 Rock material resources of Benton County. 1978
5.00
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2 Field geology, SW Broken Top quadrangle. 1978 _ _ _ _ _ _ 5.00
3 Rock material resources, Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah, and
Washington Counties. 1978
8.00
4 Heat flow of Oregon. 1978
4.00
5 Analysis and forecasts of demand for rock materials. 1979
4.00
6 Geology of the La Grande area. 1980
6.00
7 Pluvial Fort Rock Lake, Lake County. 1979
5.00
8 Geology and geochemistry of the Mount Hood volcano. 1980 4.00
9 Geology of the Breitenbush Hot Springs quadrangle. 1980 _ _ 5.00 __
lO Tectonic rotation of the Oregon Western Cascades. 1980 _ _ _ 4.00 __
11 Theses and dissertations on geology of Oregon. Bibliography
7.00
and index, 1899-1982. 1982
12 Geologic linears, N part of Cascade Range, Oregon. 1980 _ _ 4.00 __
13 Faults and lineaments of southern Cascades, Oregon. 1981 _ _ 5.00 __
14 Geology and geothermal resources, Mount Hood area. 1982 __ 8.00 __
15 Geology and geothermal resources, central Cascades. 1983 __ 13.00 __
16 Index to the Ore Bin (1939-1978) and Oregon Geology (19791982).1983 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:-c-__- __----5.OO
17 Bibliography of Oregon paleontology, 1792-1983. 1984
7.00
8.00
18 Investigations of talc in Oregon. 1988
9.00
19 Limestone deposits in Oregon. 1989
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tial. 1989
21 Field geology of the NW\!4 Broken Top 15-minute quadrangle,
Deschutes County. 1987 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6.00
22 Silica in Oregon. 1990
8.00
23 Forum on the Geology of Industrial Minerals, 25th, 1989, Proceedings. 1990
10.00
24 Index to the first 25 Forums on the Geology of Industrial Minerals, 1965-1989. 1990
7.00

6 Prospects for oil and gas, Coos Basin. 1980
10.00
7 Correlation of Cenozoic stratigraphic units of western Oregon
and Washington. 1983
9.00
8 Subsurface'stratigraphy of the Ochoco Basin, Oregon. 1984 __ 8.00 __
9 Subsurface biostratigraphy of the east Nehalem Basin. 1983 __ 7.00 __
10 Mist Gas Field: Exploration/development, 1979-1984. 1985 _ _ 5.00 __
11 Biostratigraphy of exploratory wells, western Coos, Douglas,
and Lane Counties. 1984
7.00
12 Biostratigraphy, exploratory wells, N Willamette Basin. 1984 ~ 7.00 __
13 Biostratigraphy, exploratory wells, S Willamette Basin. 1985 ~ 7.00 __
14 Oil and gas investigation of the Astoria Basin, Clatsop and
<
8.00
northernmost Tillamook Counties, 1985
15 Hydrocarbon exploration and occurrences in Oregon. 1989 _ _ 8.00 __
16 Available well records and samples, onshore/offshore. 1987 __ 6.00 __
17 Onshore-offshore cross section, from Mist Gas Field to continental shelf and slope. 1990
10.00
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Geological highway map, Pacific Northwest region, Oregon, Wash6.00
ington, and part of Idaho (published by AAPG). 1973
Oregon Landsat mosaic map (published by ERSAL, OSU). 1983_ 11.00 __
Geothermal resources of Oregon (published by NOAA). 1982 ___ 4.00 __
Index map of available topographic maps for Oregon published by
the U.S. Geological Survey
Free
Bend 30-minute quadrangle geologic map and central Oregon High
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4.00
Lebanon 15-minute quad., Reconnaissance geologic map. 1956 _ _ 4.00 __
Mist Gas Field Map, showing well locations, revised 1991 (Open8.00
File Report 0-91-1, ozalid print, inc!. production data)
Northwest Oregon, Correlation Section 24. Bruer and others, 1984
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6.00
Oregon rocks and minerals, a description. 1988 (DOGAMI Open6.00
File Report 0-88-6; rev. ed. of Miscellaneous Paper I)
State laws governing quartz and placer claims
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